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INTRODUCTION 

The Folopa language is spoken by approximately 2500 people living in the Kerabi and Pepike 

census divisions of the Kagua sub-district of the Southern Highlands Province and the Kikori sub-

district of the Gulf Province.  It is a member of the Teberan language family, the only other member of 

which is Dadibi language in the Mount Karamui area of the Chimbu Province. 

 The language area is bounded on the north by the Wiru language, on the east by the Dadibi and 

Pawaia languages, on the south by languages of the Kiwaian family, on the southwest by languages of 

the East Kikorian family, on the west by the Sau language, on the northwest by Pole, the South Kewa 

dialect of the Kewa language. 

 Geographically the language is spoken in an area bounded on the north by the Erave river (or just 

north of the Erave river), on the east by Lake Tebera, and on the south by the Sirebi and Sireru rivers 

extending down to the head waters of the Aiowa river.  It is bounded roughly on the west by Mt. 

Murray. 

 The language is a chain of dialects.  The major differences appear to be between villages that are 

traditional enemies.  This study of the Folopa language features the dialect spoken in Fukuta village 

which has a population of 350.  It was chosen because it is one of the largest villages and most 

politically central in the language area. 

 The other dialects of Folopa appear to have much the same grammatical structure.  Each village 

has its own vocabulary differences but the words used in Fukuta dialect are recognized by most 

language speakers. 

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK 

 Each lesson is designed to introduce a new feature of the Folopa language. 

 Part A of the lesson gives examples of the feature to be learned.  Sometimes a contrasting example 

is given so that one can see the difference between the new feature and something already learned.  It is 

best if you read these aloud with a Folopa speaker so that you can also learn the tone and stress patterns 

and pronunciation. 
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 Part B of the lesson explains the grammar and how the feature is used in the language.  This 

explanation covers only the basic use.  A particular word or ending can have other meanings as well 

depending on how it is used but so that you can learn the basic meaning that will be presented first. 

 Part C gives new words to learn.  Some of these are from the sentences and some are not.  You 

will find that all the words are used very often in everyday speech. 

 Part D is the homework.  Follow the instructions and you will learn ways of putting the current 

lesson to work. 
 

ALPHABET AND PRONUNCIATION GUIDE 

VOWELS 

 There are 14 vowels in Folopa.  They are symbolized by these letters. 

e  i  a  o  u  ó  é 

ę  į  ą  ǫ  ų  é ̨  ǫ́ 

 The first line of seven vowels are pronounced like the vowels in English plus two others.  The 

second line of vowels are pronounced in the same way except that the sound comes through the nose.  

These are called `nasalized' vowels. 

 The seven vowels are  pronounced as follows: 

 i  as in   bi ‘ring’   pronounced as in ‘beet’ 

 e  as in  be ‘house’  pronounced as in ‘table’ 

 a  as in   ba ‘bird’   pronounced as in ‘ball’ 

 o  as in   fo ‘talk’   pronounced as in ‘go’ 

 u  as in   tu ‘betel nut’  pronounced as in ‘to’ 

 ó  as in   kó ‘salt’   pronounced as in ‘Auckland’ 

 é  as in   bérapó ‘weak’ pronounced as in ‘effort’ 

 The nasalized, or `through the nose' vowels do not have English counterparts.  They are 

pronounced the same way as the non-nasal vowels except for the nasal quality. 
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VOWEL GLIDES 

ai  ae  ao  au  ei  éi  ée  oi  oe  óu   

 

 These sequences of vowels are pronounced with the timing of one syllable.  All other vowel 

sequences have the timing of two syllables. 

aa 

 When the sequence aa occurs it has a different pronunciation.  It is said with a slight catch in the 

throat between the two vowels.  If the catch in the throat was symbolized with [‘] it would look like 

this. 

       na’ase  naase  ‘hand’ 

 ka’atapó kaatapó    ‘begin’ 

 da’a  daa   ‘flat side’ 

This sequence is unique in the Folopa language.  Where it occurs, the stress of the word in sometimes 

heard on the second [a] as in the word faalopó, meaning ‘will go’. 

CONSONANTS 

 There are 13 consonants.  The consonants in the first group described are the ones that can be 

found at the beginning of words or in the middle of words. 

 k  as in  kapo `stone'   take  ‘later’ 

 m  as in  mape  `neck meat'  sama  ‘dance’ 

 n  as in  no  `brother'    nené  ‘brother's’ 

 t  as in  to `belt'     bete    ‘basis’ 

 w  as in  wa  `string bag'  sawa   ‘small’ 

 y  as in  yo  `bark bag'  kaya   ‘fig tree’ 

 Most of these are pronounced the same as in English.  Only the t and k are unaspirated or, said 

with less air coming out of the mouth when they are pronounced. The t, d, and n are dental sounds or, 

pronounced with the tongue tip directly behind the front teeth instead of on the ridge behind the teeth. 
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 The second group of consonants are only found at the beginning of words.  Most are pronounced 

the same as in English. 

 b  as in  ba  ‘bird’ 

 d  as in  dika ‘yam’     (dental) 

 f  as in  feleke ‘vein’ *(see note) 

 h  as in  hama     ‘mother’ 

 The third group of consonants are only found in the middle of words. 

 l  as in feleke   ‘vein’  (is a “flap” and is pronounced very quickly by snapping the tongue tip 

just behind the front teeth.  In some words it is easy to hear.  It may sound close to an `l' in English.  In 

many words it is hard to tell the difference between it and the ‘r’ sound.) 

 r  as  in  ero  ‘edible insect’ (is a flat and is pronounced much the same as `l' except that the tongue 

is a bit further back in the mouth 

p  as in  apa ‘father’ (pronounced with no air coming through the mouth. *(see note). ___________ 
 

* Note:  In Folopa the [f] and [p] are really different representations of the same letter [p].  The 
literate people have chosen to write both [p] and [f] most likely because of pressure from English and 
Pidgin.  This could possibly change when more of the language group becomes literate and reading 
problems occur. 

MORE HINTS ON PRONUNCIATION 

 There are a limited number of consonant sequences.  These occur on only a small number of 

words.  These have the timing of one syllable when followed by a vowel.  They are sy and wh.  The 

first examples are of the sy and the hw (actually this is a voiceless ‘w’).  The second examples are 

words that have the same sounds but are two syllables. 

 sya fae   ‘follow’  siya   ‘sweet potato’ 
 
 wha       ‘kin term’  huwa   ‘type of tree’ 
 
With the sound represented by wh, the sound is actually a voiceless w, though it sounds to the 
untrained ear like hw. 
 
Other sequences are kw and hy.  These are not as common. 
 
 kweae     ‘go around’ 
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 hya       ‘mother-in-law’ 

 Because of the way English writes `wh' the Folopas have chosen to write their hw as wh. 

 wh  as in whį `man' is pronounced much the same as in English ‘what’.  There is a lot of air 

coming throught he mouth. 

 When a word has an m or an n (a nasal) in it and is followed by a vowel and then an l, the l is 

pronounced like an n as in: 

 naale  ‘son’ is pronounced naane 

 mulapó  ‘put’ is pronounced munapó 

 When there is a nasalised vowel next to an l, the sound is pronounced like an n as in: 

 ǫla      ‘thing'’ is pronounced ona 

 yąlo     ‘my’  is pronounced yano 

 Whenever there is an n or m in a word, the vowels that occur next to it are automatically nasalised. 

 If a t k or p comes between a nasal and an l the t k or p can stop the nasal quality from affecting 

the next sounds in the word. 

 tę́tapó      ‘build’ (the second vowel is not nasal) 

 melalepó ‘gave’ (sounds like menanepó) 

WORDS 

 Folopa words can be one syllable in length, 

 i   ‘this’ 

or many syllables in length, 

 kaaripakalepó   ‘began a long time ago’ 

 The pattern of syllables is always a consonant followed by a vowel, or just a vowel.  There is never 

a consonant at the end of a syllable or word. 

STRESS AND TONE 

 Some words in Folopa are pronounced exactly the same but have a different meaning.  On some of 

those words there is a difference only in the tone, or pitch.  The tone is different in the following 
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examples. 

 yia (high tone)      ‘mosquito’ 

 yia (low tone)       ‘fish’ 

 boką (high tone)   ‘black bird’ 

 boką (mid tone)    ‘large bat’ 

 boką (low tone)    ‘type of dark soil’ 

 All Folopa words have a pattern of tone and stress.  These are not marked on the words because 

there are very few that would cause confusion to a Folopa reader.  For the most part a reader can tell 

from the context which word is intended.  Therefore it is good advice for someone learning the Folopa 

language to pay careful attention to the patterns heard and imitate them. 

 In general, the important tone stress is on the last syllable of a basic word.  A basic word is one 

without any added suffixes.  When suffixes are added to nouns the tone and stress does not change.  It 

still occurs on the last syllable of the noun.  When suffixes are added to verbs the stress and tone moves 

to the right so that it is on the suffix itself. 

 When you are practising the sentences with a Folopa speaker mark in your book the tone and stress 

that you hear and carefully follow the patterns. 
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LESSON 1 Simple Statements 

A. 

 Kutópaae   fulapó.    ‘(I) am going to the garden.’ 

        garden-to   go 

 Aͅ bemó beterapó.    ‘He is at the house.’ 

 He house-at   is  

 Ai     whi ͅ-né          ǫla    wae     bilitapó.  ‘That man is planting cuttings.’ 

 That man-AGENT food cuttings is planting 

B. GRAMMAR 

 The basic word order of the Folopa lanugage is 

 

 

 

In the sentences above, notice the word order.  In the place where the object may be you can also say a 

pronoun like “me” or “him”. 

 

 

 

1. The ending -paae means `moving toward' or, like the word `to' in English.  It is usually on the end of 

nouns or pronouns. 

 Kutó-paae fulapó. 

 (I) garden-to   go. 

2. The ending -mó refers to the location and is like the word ‘in’, ‘on’ or ‘at’ in English.  It has other 

uses in the language but here it is introduced in its most basic use. 

SUBJECT     OBJECT     VERB 
 

     boy           dog          hit 

LOCATION or GOAL 
Boy          house        went 
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 Aͅ   be-mó   beterapó.  ‘He is at (the) house.’ 

 He house-at sits (is). 

 

3. When the ending -né is affixed to a noun or pronoun it indicates who the person is who is doing the 

action, or the AGENT.  It can also indicate possession like ['s] in English. 

 Ai   whi ͅ-né ǫla wae   bilitapó. 

 That man-'s seedling(s) is planting.    ‘That man is planting seedlings.’ 

WHAT IS IN A VERB? 

The verbs used in the example sentences are: 

fulapó ‘go’  beterapó ‘sit’  bilitapó  ‘cook’ 

 

   Verb      Present  Indicative 
   root      TV*       TR*  tense  mood 
 

   f   u  l  a   pó 

   bet   e  r  a   pó 

   bili     t  a   pó 

 

The part of the verb that makes it a simple indicative statement is  -pó. 

* Transitional Vowels and Transitive are explained in a later lesson. 

When the tense is PRESENT the ending is -lapó -rapó -tapó. 

GLOSSARY 

 è ͅ   ‘I’  ‘me’ 

 kutó  ‘garden’ ‘work’ 

 fulapó  ‘go’ (present tense, indicative mood) 

 aͅ   ‘he’ ‘she’ ‘it’ 
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 be    ‘house’ ‘village’ 

 beterapó ‘sit’ ‘is’ 

 ai    ‘that’ 

 whi ͅ   ‘man’ 

 oͅla    ‘thing’ 

 wae   ‘plant cuttings’ ‘seedlings’ 

 bilitapó  (mid tone) ‘plant’ ‘bury’ (present tense, indicative mood) 

D. PRACTICE 

Can you tell what these sentences mean? 

 Aͅ bepaae fulapó. 

Ai whi ͅ kutómó beterapó. 

O ͅla wae kutómó bilitapó. 
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LESSON 2 Equational Sentences  

A. 

Ę̜́ kutópaae fulapó.    ‘I am going to the garden.’ 

I yaͅlo kutópó.     ‘This is my garden.’ 

Aͅ bemó beterapó.    ‘He is at his house.’ 

Ama bepó.      ‘It is his house.’ 

Ai whi ͅné oͅla wae bilitapó.  ‘That man is planting cuttings.’ 

Ai whi ͅné oͅla waepó.    ‘These are that man's cuttings.’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 Notice the difference between the last lesson's sentences and this lesson's sentences.  When -pó is 

on the end of a verb it means it is an indicative sentence.  When  -pó is on the end of a noun it means ‘it 

is’.  The sentence is then called an equational sentence. 

 In this lesson you will see two more pronouns that have the same meaning as two from last lesson.  

Folopa has two sets.  You will learn more about that later in the book. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 yaͅlo   ‘I’ ‘my’ 

 ama  ‘he’ ‘she’ ‘it’ ‘his’ ‘hers’ ‘its’ 

 so   ‘woman’  ‘wife’ 

 naale  ‘child’ ‘son’ ‘boy’ (pronounced 'naane) 

 senaale  ‘daughter’ ‘girl’   (pronounced 'senaane) 

 kale   ‘sweet potato’ (stress on first syllable) 

 hasi   ‘bush’  ‘jungle’ 
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 i   ‘this’ ‘here’ 

 walapó  ‘come’ (present tense, indicative mood) 

D. PRACTICE 

What do these sentences mean? 

 I yaͅlo sopó. 

 

 Ama senaalepó. 

 

 Ai whi ͅné naalepó. 

 

 I whi ͅ hasi fulapó. 

 

 Soné kale wae bilitapó. 

 

 Ya ͅlo so hasimó beterapó. 

 

 Ya ͅlo o ͅlapó. 

 

 Senaale walapó. 
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LESSON 3  Equaltional Sentences 

A. 

Ą kutópaae fulapó.   ‘He is going to the garden.’ 

Ą kutópaae felepó.  ‘He just went to the garden.’ 

Ą kutópaae fępó.  ‘He went to the garden (yesterday).’ 

Ą kutópaae faalopó.  ‘He will go to the garden.’ 

 

Ama bemó beterapó  ‘He is at his house.’ 

Ama bemó betalepó.  ‘He was just at his house.’ 

Ama bemó betępó.  ‘He was at his house (yesterday).’ 

Ama bemó betaalopó. ‘He will be at his house.’ 

 

Ai whi ͅné ǫla wae bilitapó.  ‘That man is planting seedlings’ 

Ai whi ͅné ǫla wae biliyalepó.  ‘That man just planted seedlings.’ 

Ai whi ͅné ǫla wae biliye ̨pó.  ‘That man planted seedlings (yesterday).’ 

Ai whi ͅné ǫla wae biliyaalopó.  ‘That man will plant seedlings.’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 There are four main tenses in Folopa.  These tenses are the ones that are used most often. 

PRESENT TENSE is used when the action is happening now.  It takes the ending -tapó or the word 

dapó. (see lesson 7 for explanation). 

SIMPLE PAST TENSE with the ending -alepó, is used when the action has just happened today.  

Sometimes it is used for an action that happened before today when the time is not being emphasized. 

PAST TENSE with the ending -ępó is used when the action happened yesterday.  Sometimes it is used 

when the speaker is emphasizing that it happened a while ago. 
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FUTURE TENSE with the ending -aalopó is used when the action is going to happen in the future. 

WHAT IS IN A VERB? 

       VERB  TV  TR  TENSE  INDICATIVE 
  ROOT         MOOD 
 

Present    f-     u    l       a        pó 

Past     f-            ele           pó 

FarPast    f-            e ̨        pó 

Future    f-            aalo       pó 

 

Present    bet    e   r       a        pó 

Past     bet           ale       pó  

FarPast    bet           e ̨        pó 

Future    bet           aalo       pó 

             

Present    bili     t       a        pó 

Past     bili    y       ale       pó 

FarPast    bili    y       e ̨        pó 

Future    bili    y       aalo       pó 

 

TRANSITIONAL VOWELS 

 In the chart on the preceeding page the column labeled TV indicates a Transitional Vowel.   

 w  +  lapó  = walapó    tek  + tapó = teketapó 

When a verb root ends with a consonant and the suffix begins with a consonant it is necessary to have a 

vowel sound between the two.  The Transitional Vowel is copied from the vowel in the verb root.  If 

there is no vowel in the verb root then the transitional vowel is which ever one the language chooses.   

 f  +  lapó  = fulapó    s  + rapó = sirapó 
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In the example above fulapó 'go' has a u following the f because this letter often means that an action is 

going on and on.  This will be discussed in a later lesson.  The word for 'get' sirapó chooses i instead of 

a. 

TRANSITIVITY 

 In the column labeled TR, meaning Transitivity, there are several different possible suffixes.  

When the verb is in the PRESENT tense the following is true. 

 

  l  indicates that the action is a MOTION or something 

 that keeps on happening.  It is INTRANSITIVE.* The action of  

 ‘going’ ‘coming’ are always motion actions. 

 

  r  indicates that there is no action but an action is completed 

 and a STATE is arrived at.  It is INTRANSITIVE.*  When a nasal  

 vowel occurs next to r it often changes it to an n.  -rapó and  

 -napó have the same meaning. 

 

  d  indicates that the verb is an ACTIVE verb. There is an  

 action being done, especially one that can affect something  

 else, or TRANSITIVE.*  When the d is affixed as a suffix  

 it becomes t.  This is only seen in the present tense or a  

 ‘right now’ time frame. 

*There is a small set of verbs that are exceptions to the rule. 

 

When the verb is indicating a NON-PRESENT (some other forms are included in this category and 

this will be discussed later) tense the following is true. 

  y  takes the place of the r or d ~ t that was in the present    

 tense.  This letter can indicate either transitive or  
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 intransitive.  It only occurs when the verb root ends with a  

 vowel.   

 tek + alepó = tekalepó  bili + alepó = biliyalepó 

 

 When verb root ends with a consonant, the y is ommitted and the suffix ending joins directly to the 

verb root. 

  r  indicates that an intransitive verb has become transitive 

 in the non-present tenses. A new verb root has been derived  

 that ends in r. 

(INT) keme+alepó=kemeyalepó (T) keme+alepó=kemeralepó 

 

This will be discussed again later so don't worry if you do not understand it all now.  As more verbs are 

introduced you will see how each one changes with the different tenses. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 fulapó  ‘go’    bilitapó   ‘plant’ (mid tone) 

 felepó  ‘went’   biliyalepó  ‘planted’ 

 fèpó  ‘went’   biliyèpó   ‘planted’ 

 faalopó  ‘will go’   biliyaalopó  ‘will plant’ 

 
 beterapó ‘sit' `is’   walapó   ‘come’ 

 betalepó ‘was’   walepó   ‘came’ 

 betèpó  ‘was’   wèpó   ‘came’ 

 betaalopó ‘will be’   waalopó   ‘will come’ 

 

 hupu ‘pig’ 

 yuwi ‘dog’ 

 kuti  ‘bark cloth’ ‘clothes’ 
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D. PRACTICE 

Translate these sentences. 

  Ai senaale bepaae walapó. 

 

  Ama hupu kutópaae fulapó. 

 

  Yålo yuwi bemó beterapó. 

 

  Soné kale wae bilitapó. 

 

Now try saying these sentences in past and future tenses. 
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LESSON 4  Pronouns 

A. 

 Ę walapó.      ‘I am coming.’ 

 Ya ̨ kutópaae fępó.    ‘You came from the garden.’ 

 Ą sukųnapó.     ‘She/he/it is dead.’ 

 Da ̨ walepó.          ‘We came.’ 

 Dią beterapó.     ‘You (pl) are here.’ 

 Atima bepaae waalopó.   ‘They will come to the village.’ 

 Da ̨mo fępó.      ‘The two of us came.’ 

 Diaamo faalopó.     ‘The two of you will go.’ 

 Atimaamo firapó.    ‘The two of them are asleep.’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 There are two sets of pronouns.  The first set as shown above, in their most basic use, always go 

with intransitive verbs.  In these examples the pronouns are used as the subject of the sentence.  The 

verbs used here are intransitive verbs. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 e ̨   first person singular   ‘I’ 

 yą   second person singular  ‘you’ 

 ą   third person singular   ‘he, she, it’ 

 da ̨   first person plural    ‘we’ 

 dią   second person plural   ‘you’ 

 atima  third person plural   ‘they’ 

 da ̨mo  first person dual    ‘we two’ 
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 diaamo  second person dual   ‘you two’ 

 atimaamo third person dual    ‘they two’ 

 sukųnapó ‘dead’ (from [sukutapó] ‘die’, it contains a nasal that only surfaces in other forms) 

 firapó   ‘asleep’ (from [fitapó] ‘go to sleep’ 

D. PRACTICE 

 Substitute each of the pronouns in the sentence of the previous lessons that have intransitive verbs.  

There is no marking on the verb for person so any of the pronouns will go with the verbs of motion or 

state of being without any change. 
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LESSON 5  Pronouns  

A. 

 Ya ̨lo ąpaae yalepó.    ‘I told him.’ 

 Naao tikaalopó.     ‘You will cut (it).’ 

 Ama so dokalepó.    ‘He married (the) woman.’ 

 Da ̨nè kutó take biliyaalopó.  ‘We will plant (the) garden later.’ 

 Diaaǫ beleyae.     ‘You carry (it).’ 

 Atimané take kemeralepó.  ‘They finished earlier.’ 

 Da ̨moné o beletapó.    ‘We two are carrying sago.’ 

 Diaamoné ni tikalepó.   ‘You two have cut the tree.’ 

 Atimaamoné naalepaae yèpó.  ‘They (two) have told the boy.’ 

 

B. GRAMMAR 

 This is the second set of pronouns used in their primary sense.  They are used with verbs of action 

where something is being acted upon (or a transitive verb). 

 This set of pronouns is also used to show possession. 

 

 Ya ̨lo naale beterapó.    ‘My son is here.’ 

 Hupu naao kutómó daalapó.  ‘There is a pig in your garden.’ 

 Ama apa sukąlepó.    ‘His father is dead.’ 

 

 There is a word introduced here that has two different meanings depending on which tense is used 

in the sentence.  The word is take.  Folopa has several time words that work both ways in time, past 

and future.  It can mean either ‘later’ or ‘earlier’.  Other words include dó ‘tomorrow’ ‘yesterday’ and 

dua ̨ ‘day before yesterday’ ‘day after tomorrow’. 
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C. GLOSSARY 

 yąlo    first person singular  ‘I’ 

 naao   second person singular ‘you’ 

 ama   third person singular  ‘he' `she' `it’ 

  da ̨né   first person plural   ‘we’ 

 diaao   second person plural  ‘you’ 

 atimané   third person plural  ‘they’ 

 da ̨moné   first person dual   ‘we two’ 

 diaamoné  second person dual  ‘you two’ 

 atimaamoné  third person dual   ‘they two’ 

 tikaalopó  ‘will cut’ (tikitapó) 

 dokalepó  ‘bind’ ‘marry’ (dokotapó) 

 beleyae   ‘carry on the shoulder’ (beletapó) 

 ni    ‘tree’ 

 apa    ‘father’ 

 daalapó   ‘stand’ 

 kemeralepó   ‘finish’ (kemerapó) 

 hupu   ‘pig’ 

 o    ‘sago’ 

 

D. PRACTICE 

 Substitute each of the second set of pronouns in the sentences at the beginning of the lesson.  With 

a Folopa speaker practice putting together short sentences using all the vocabulary you know so far.  

Find out the limitations of the uses of the pronouns. 
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LESSON 6          Pronouns   Subject-Object 

A. 

 Ama e ̨ kuti melalepó.     ‘He gave me clothes.’ 

 Ya ̨lo ą dokaalopó.      ‘I am going to marry her.’ 

 Naao ą dalepó.       ‘You hit him.’ 

 Atimané ępaae dowi fo yalepó.   ‘They said bad words to me.’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 These sentences show how the two sets of pronouns work together in their primary meaning.  The 

first pronoun is the subject, the second is the object.  The verb is transitive.  If someone were to say 

only Ą dalepó ‘He was hit’, you would know that ą means the person who was hit because of the 

selection of the pronoun.  The subject is understood by the audience and does not have to be expressed.  

The subject is understood from the context.  If someone says ama dalepó ‘He hit’ then you know that 

ama is the person who did the hitting because of the selection of the pronoun. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 melalepó  ‘gave’ (pronounced menanepó) (melatapó) 

 dalepó   ‘hit’ ‘kill’ (dilapó)* 

 dowi   ‘bad’ 

 fo    ‘talk’ 

 hae    ‘mother’ (mid tone) 

 dó    ‘tomorrow' `yesterday’ 

 dua ̨    ‘day after tomorrow' `day before yesterday’ 

 teka   ‘three days ago' `three days from now’ 

 nukulapó  ‘eat’ 

* The verb [dilapó] is a transitive verb even though it has an l in it.  It is irregular in the present tense.  
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Perhaps an l has been used to avoid confusion with another word in the next lesson ditapó ‘cut down’.   

D. PRACTICE 

 Substitute each of the pronouns as subjects and objects in the right positions in the example 

sentences.  Go through the complete list of pronouns using each different possible combination.  

Practice saying these out loud. 
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LESSON 7  Questions 

A. 

 Ya ̨ mópaae fué?    ‘Where are you going?’ 

 Ę kutópaae fulapó.   ‘I am going to the garden.’ 

 I ni né diyaleé?    ‘Who cut down this tree?’ 

 Ama diyalepó.    ‘He cut it down.’ 

 Naao hae metéli waleé?  ‘When did you mother come?’ 

 Ya ̨lo hae take walepó.  ‘My mother came earlier.’ 

 Naao belené noa fo yaleé? ‘What did you cousin say?’ 

 Ya ̨lo belené me fo inipó.  ‘My cousin didn't say anything.’ 

 U kutó naao kutóé?   ‘Is that your garden?’ 

 Ę́pó ̨ u yąlo kutópó.   ‘Yes, that is my garden.’ 

 Naao kuti fokaróe?   ‘Shall I wash your clothes?’ 

 Ę́pó ̨ kuti fokae!    ‘Yes, wash the clothes!’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 The normal ending on the verb for a question is -é. It is added after the verb stem plus other 

affixation.  It takes the place of the indicative ending -pó.  It can be affixed to a noun on equational 

sentences.  There is a set of question words roughly equivalent to those found in English.  These come 

before the verb. 

 First person question ending is the only one that is slightly different.  The ending is -róe (see the 

final example) and is a contracted form of a longer verbal construction. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 né            ‘who’ (did it?) 
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 météli      ‘when’ 

 me           ‘which’ ‘other’ 

 noa          ‘what’ 

 noatepa   ‘why’ 

 de            ‘who’ (is it?) 

 mó   ‘where’ 

 meteró  ‘how many’ 

 netéró  ‘how’ (pronounced as ne téró) 

 niaai  ‘for what reason, purpose’ 

 maae  ‘where’ (contracted form of mópaae) 

 diyalepó ‘cut down’ (from ditapó) 

 bele   ‘cross cousin'’ 

 fokotapó ‘wash’ 

 meipó  ‘no’ 

D. PRACTICE 

 With a Folopa speaker find out the question form for each of the verbs you know.  See Appendix I 

for the forms of the most common Folopa verbs.  Use each of the question words to ask about an event 

in the village. 
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LESSON 8  Verb Morphology 

A. 

 dapó ‘do’    ye ̨pó  ‘did’   erapó   ‘is’ 

 dupó ‘doing’   yaalopó  ‘will do’   

 duraalu ‘while doing’ yalepó  ‘did’       

B. GRAMMAR 

 In lesson 3 you learned about transitional vowels and the different letters that tell about transitivity 

of the verb.  Here is a closer look at what is happening with these verbs.   

 There is a single verb that forms the basis for all verbs in Folopa.  The best English translation for 

this verb is `do'.  Unlike English this verb changes its shape as the activity changes. 

 In the present tense and other forms that imply a ‘right now’ time ‘do’ looks like the first column 

above.  In non-present and some other forms it looks like the second column.  When the action is 

complete and a state is arrived at it looks like the third column.  All these forms come from a single 

verb in Folopa.  In English it takes more than one verb to express this.  We also have the verb ‘is’ or 

‘be’ to express the state that is arrived at after the action is complete. 

 In Lesson 3 you learned about the different letters that indicate the kind of activity.  Now you can 

see where these letters come from.  Present active forms have d or t.  Sometimes the ‘do’ verb stands 

by itself following the verb root but most of the time it is affixed to the verb root.  The non present (and 

others) uses y when the verb root ends in a vowel and omits y when the verb root ends with a 

consonant.  The stative or completed form drops the e off and uses only the r when adding erapó. 

 Present   Past    Completed 

 tipi dapó  tipi yalepó  tipi erapó  ‘make fence’ 

 bilitapó   biliyalepó  bilirapó   ‘plant’ 

 dokotapó  dokalepó  dokorapó  ‘bind’ 
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 Another option that was mentioned in Lesson 3 is l in the same position as d t r y.  The l only 

occurs on a small number of verbs when a present tense action is indicated.  These are verbs of motion 

such as ‘come’ and ‘go’ and also some others that do not fit conveniently into a category like daalapó 

‘stand’ and dilapó ‘hit’.  Another common verb is nukulapó ‘eat’.  These are irregular and should be 

learned as is.  A list of the most common forms are found in Appendix I in the back of the book. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 beletapó  ‘carry on shoulder’  daalapó ‘standing’ 

 belerapó  ‘being carried’   daalepó ‘stood’ 

 beleyalepó  ‘carried’            

 nukulapó  ‘eating’               dilapó ‘hitting' 

 nalepó   ‘ate’                  dalepó ‘hit' 

 nanapó   ‘eaten’              

 fitapó   ‘going to sleep’      sukųtapó ‘dying' 

 fiyalepó   ‘slept’                sukąnepó ‘dead’ or ‘finished dying’ 

 firapó   ‘alseep’               sukųnapó ‘is (in the state of being) dead’ 

D. PRACTICE 

 Study the Appendix in the back of the book.  Look over the various forms of the verbs until you 

can see the pattern and understand it.   
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LESSON 9  Transitive 

A. 

 Si mulapó.    ‘Firewood is lying (there).’ 

 Ama si mulatapó.  ‘He is laying firewood (there)’ 

 Ama si mulalepó.  ‘He laid the firewood (down).’ 

  

 Atima fulapó.   ‘They are going.’ 

 Atimané falatapó.  ‘They are causing it to go.’ 

 Da ̨né falalepó.   ‘We caused it to go.’ 

 

 Naale firapó.   ‘The boy is asleep.’ 

 Ama naale firatapó.  ‘She is putting the boy to sleep.’ 

 Ama naale firalepó.  ‘She put the boy to sleep.’ 

 

 Kutó kemerapó.   ‘The work is finished.’ 

 Ama kutó kemeratapó. ‘He is finishing the work.’ 

 Ama kutó kemeralepó. ‘He finished the work.’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 The difference between transitive and intransitive verbs has been discussed already.  Folopa has a 

way to make an intransitive verb become transitive.  In other words a verb like ‘to finish’ can become 

‘cause to finish’ or ‘to go’ can become ‘make something go’.  The way the language does this is as 

follows. 

  Verb Stem + State + Action +  Mood 

  keme   ra  ta  pó 
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  fi   ra  ta  pó 

  fa   la  ta  pó 

   

In the past and future tense it looks like this. 

  Verb Stem + State  +.Tense +  Mood 

  keme  r  ale  pó 

  keme  r  aalo  pó 

  fi   r  ale  pó 

  fi   r  aalo  pó 

  fa   l  ale  pó 

  fa   l  aalo  pó 

Notice that the word for `make something go' has an l instead of an r as would be expected.  When a 

verb stem has a preference for the l, as do motion verbs, then the l replaces the expected r in this 

position.  Folopa speakers even have a hard time deciding which letter is really there and which they 

prefer using when spelling these kinds of words. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 mulapó   ‘lay’ ‘put’ 

 si    ‘fire’ ‘firewood’ 

 dée nukulapó  ‘fall down’ 

 dika          ‘yam’ 

 wotoro            ‘alone’ 

 tų     ‘trail’ ‘path’ 

 suru suru yóló fulapó ‘run' 
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D. PRACTICE 

     What other intransitive verbs can you change to become transitive?  Look in the Appendix to find 

other transitivized forms.  Substitute them in the sentences or make up sentences of your own. 
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LESSON 10  Benefactive 

A. 

 Ąmó ni tikiratapó.  ‘I am cutting a tree for him.’ 

 Ąmó ni tikiralepó.  ‘I cut a tree for him.’ 

 Ni tikitapó.    ‘I am cutting a tree.’ 

 Ni tikirapó.    ‘The tree has been cut.’ 

 

 Ąmó ǫla biliratapó.  ‘I am planting food for him.’ 

 Ąmó ǫla biliralepó.  ‘I planted food for him.’ 

 O ̨la bilitapó.    ‘I am planting food.’ 

 O ̨la bilirapó.   ‘The food is planted.’ 

 

 Ąmó mulatapó.   ‘I am laying it for him.’ 

 Ąmó mulalepó.   ‘I laid it for him.’ 

 Ama mulatapó.   ‘He is laying (it).’ 

 Mulapó.    ‘(It) lies.’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 In the last lesson the construction for making an intransitive verb become transitive was 

introduced.  In this lesson the same construction is used with an already transitive verb and the result is 

benefactive.  Benefactive means done for someone else. 

     When the person who the action is for is mentioned (either a noun or a pronoun) then -mó is added 

to that noun or pronoun as in the examples above.  The pronoun ą has -mó added to show that the 

action is for ‘him’. 

 In the last example an intransitive verb is marked to become transitive and then the action is 
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marked to be done for someone by adding -mó on the end of the object.  Notice the difference between 

the benefactive example and the merely transitive example of the verb mulapó. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 na   ‘small animal’ generic term 

 no   ‘brother’ (male to male) 

 siritapó  ‘shoot’ 

 tipi   ‘fence’ 

 apu   ‘uncle’ (father's brother) 

 woletapó    ‘cry’ ‘mourn’ 

 matapó      ‘give’ (also meletapó) 

 fea          ‘all’ 

D. PRACTICE 

 Translate these sentences as best you can. 

1. We are washing his clothes for him. 

2. They planted yams for his uncle. 

3. My father carried firewood for his wife. 
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LESSON 11  Commands 

A. 

 Kale doto tiki ai ni baalemó dulae!    ‘Lean the stick up against the base of the tree.’ 

 Kaukarta kemerae!                ‘Finish the work.’ 

 Ya ̨lo tǫ tawae!                      ‘Hold my axe!’ 

 Kale ǫla wae aimó mulae!     ‘Put (lay) the cuttings there.’ 

 Ti naaleó, fiyae!         ‘Son, go to sleep!’ 

 Bepaae fae!                    ‘Go to the house!’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 To make a command the ending -ae is added to the verb stem.  Notice in the example that the y 

form of ‘do’ is used and not the d.  A command is urging activity that has not happened yet so 

technically it is non-present.   

 The transitivity of the command can be indicated by the presence of r or l.  When a normally 

intransitive verb becomes transitive the command form contains r or l.  When an already transitive verb 

is in the command form y is used.   

 Dulae is from dulatapó ‘cause to lean’ so the verb stem is dul.    

 Tawae is from tatapó ‘take hold’.  Here where a y would be expected the language changes it to a 

w which is irregular. 

 When someone is calling out to another person the ending -ó is added to the person's name or title 

as in the example above, naaleó ‘son’. 

 The word kale from the first sentence above is used much like the word ‘the’ in English.  It 

actually means ‘the one mentioned before’ and refers to someone that the hearer knows about already. 

NEGATION 

 When the command is in a negative form the ending changes to either of these two. 
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           -ao ̨se         -kese 

When added to a verb stem they mean ‘don't’. 

 Ai fo yaǫse!      ‘Don't say that!’ 

 Wotóró faǫse!   ‘Don't go alone!’ 

 Dao ̨se!      ‘Don't hit!’ 

 Ai fo ekese!    ‘Don't say that!’ 

 Wotóró fokese!  ‘Don't go alone!’ 

 Dekese!     ‘Don't hit!’ 

These two forms mean the same thing. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 doto tiki ‘digging stick’ 

 tiki        ‘body’ 

 kale         ‘the’ 

 baale        ‘base of a tree’ 

 dulae     ‘lean’  from dulutapó 

 kaukata  ‘work’ (from Motu) 

 tǫ            ‘axe’ 

 tawae      ‘hold’ 

 topo       ‘head’ 

 alutapó   ‘disappear’ 

D. PRACTICE 

 With the help of a Folopa speaker try to find the imperative form of each of the verbs that you 

know.  Note trasitive and intransitive forms. 
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LESSON 12  Existential Verbs 

A.  

 Naale beterapó. ‘The boy is.’  

 Tǫ mulapó.       ‘The axe is.’ 

 Ni  daalapó.      ‘The tree is.’ 

 Naale  erapó.     ‘The baby is.’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 When the four verbs used above are found in sentences they generally can be translated ‘is’ or 

‘am’.  Each one is used for different subjects such as people, things, plants, etc. 

Verb   Used For      It means 

beterapó   humans, animals, 

    insects, birds        is 

mulapó    inanimate things, 

    customs, scars, emotions,       is 

    periods of time, corpses 

    legends, paths, laws, commands 

daalapó   sun, moon, stars, vertical 

    things, sickness, sores,    is 

    body parts, present period of 

    time, humans (when standing), 

    people in official positions. 

erapó    plants, unborn babies, 

    geographical features,    is 

    boundaries, people's 
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    characteristics 

 

 

Each of these verbs in its basic sense means ‘is’.  There are other senses and uses of these four verbs as 

well. 

beterapó 

 -When talking about a person's posture means ‘sit’. 

 -When talking about a person's location means ‘here’. 

 -When talking about a physical condition means ‘alive’ or ‘well’. 

 -Generally when a person or animal is it means they ‘exist’. 

mulapó 

 -When talking about a person in a vertical position it means ‘lying down’. 

 -When talking about a thing in ones possession it means ‘here’. 

 -When talking about a thing that is in place it means ‘put’ or ‘positioned’. 

daalapó 

 -When talking about people or things in a horizontal position it means ‘standing’. 

 -When talking about a process it refers to position in the process.  In English we might say ‘where do 

you stand?’  A Folopa would answer, ‘I stand halfway through’. 

 -When talking about parts of a whole it may mean ‘is on’ ‘is in’. 

 There are other verbs that mean `is' but are very limited as to what they may be used with and they 

are: 

maanapó  For liquids that are contained or deeper than they are wide. 

belerapó For liquids that cover a surface area but are shallow like a pond. 

tęnapó   For buildings or traps.  It literally means ‘build’ but when you say     

be tènapó `house is built' you are really saying ‘the house is’. 
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C. GLOSSARY 

 wale  ‘come’ (explained in Lesson 17) 

 ba         ‘bird’ generic term 

 daale      ‘stand’ (Lesson 17) 

 hìka       ‘morning’ 

 harawae   ‘pumpkin’ 

 tupuli     ‘rat’ 

 be whi ̨     ‘fellow villager’ ‘wantok’ 

 ae         ‘banana’ 

 diki       ‘bow’ 

D. PRACTICE 

 Using the nouns that youn know predict which existential verb will be used to say ‘is’. 
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LESSON 13  Demonstratives 

A. 

Ya ̨ imó betae.   ‘You sit here.’ 

U wale whi ̨ deé?   ‘Who is that man over there who has come.’ 

A daale ni diyae!  ‘Cut down that tree that is standing down there.’ 

Kale ba ǫpaae felepó.   ‘The bird went up there.’ 

Ai noa beé?          ‘What is that house.’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 The words listed in the glossary are used to indicate where something is in relationship to the 

speaker.  These words may take the endings -mó and -paae to indicate location and goal or destination.  

When used by themselves they modify a noun as in i whi ̨ ‘this man’. 

 Sometimes a Folopa speaker will put a letter t on the front of the single vowel words.  This forms 

another set of demonstratives with the same meanings.  These indicate that the object is in sight or are 

in some way more real. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 i  ‘this here’   close to the speaker 

 u  ‘that over there’  far away from the speaker 

 a  ‘that down there’  down 

 ai  ‘that there’    close to the person spoken to 

 ó   ‘that up there’   up 

 ti     ‘this right here’     close (visable) 

 ta     ‘that’                down (visable) 

 tu  ‘that’    distant (visable) 
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 tó     ‘that’    up (visable) 

 ao  ‘on top of’ 

 tao   ‘on top’     visable 

D. PRACTICE 

 With a Folopa speaker substitute each of the demonstratives in the example sentences.  See if you 

can determine when to use the set with an initial t. 
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LESSON 14 Negation 

A. 

Ę mo hìka kutópaae fenipó. 

   ‘I didn't go to the garden early in the morning.’ 

Ę mo hìka kutópaae faalomeipó. 

   ‘I will not go to the garden early in the morning.’ 

Da ̨ mo hìka kutópaae fumipó. 

   ‘We do not go to the garden early in the morning.’ 

 

Ya ̨lo nené harawae nanipó. 

   ‘My sister didn't eat pumpkin.’ 

Ya ̨lo nené harawae naalomeipó. 

   ‘My sister will not eat pumpkin.’ 

Ya ̨lo noné tupuli nukumipó. 

   ‘My brother does not eat rats.’ 

 

Kale naale harawae o ̨lemi sinipó. 

   ‘The boy did not steal the pumpkin.’ 

Kale naale harawae o ̨lemi saalomeipó. 

   ‘The boy will not steal the pumpkin.’ 

Kale naale harawae o ̨lemi sumipó.' 

   ‘The boy does not steal the pumpkins.’ 

B. GRAMMAR  

 There are three ways to say a negative statement using one main verb.  The first example expresses 
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the past tense, the second expresses a future tense and the third is in the present tense and expresses an 

habitual aspect as well as a negative statement in the present. 

Negative Verb Affixation for fulapó ‘go’ (intranstive) 

 

                 VERB STEM   +  TENSE   +  NEG   + MOOD 

PAST          f   e       ni       pó 

FUTURE            f         aalo       mei         pó 

PRESENT           f    u      mi           pó 

 

Negative verb affixation for dapó ‘do’ (transitive) 

 

             VERB STEM   + TENSE   +  NEG    +   MOOD 

PAST      i  ni            pó 

FUTURE   y   aalo        mei          pó 

PRESENT   d    u     mi           pó 

 

Since transitive verbs have the ‘do’ verb affixed to them they use the above affixation for the negative 

aspect. 

 

PAST         bili    ni  pó 

FUTURE     biliy  aalo  mei  pó 

PRESENT   bilit   u    mi     pó 

C. GLOSSARY 

 nuku  ‘bowl’ ‘boat’ 

 naase      ‘hand' 

 wa         ‘string bag’ 
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 ha ̨le       ‘nothing’ 

 kaae       ‘like' `similar’ 

 yo         ‘woven bark bag’ 

 awa        ‘uncle’ (mother's brother) 

 hó         ‘leg’ ‘foot’ 

 ne         ‘sister’ (male to female) 

 ne   ‘brother’ (female to male) 

D. PRACTICE 

 Change the following sentences to express each of the three negatives. 

  Atimané senaale walapó. 

 

  Ama apané tikitapó. 

 

  Yålo noné no dokalepó. 

 

  Dåné hae kutómó beterapó. 
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LESSON 15 Plural 

A. 

Whi ̨ aporó umó daalopó.   ‘There are five men standing there.’ 

Sorape mo fea walepó.   ‘Many women came.’ 

So whi ̨ fea ha ̨le ǫla kae walepó. ‘A great many people came.’ 

Hupurape kimi nukulapó.  ‘The pigs are rooting.’ 

Ya ̨lo naalerape fitapó.   ‘My sons are going to sleep.’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 There are many ways to indicate that more than one person or thing is being talked about.  The 

most common way to indicate that something is plural is the ending -rape as in the last two examples.  

In the first example note that when a number word is used such as aporó the word for man is not made 

plural as it would be in English.  In the third example an idiomatic way of indicating ‘many’ is used.  

There are other idiomatic phrases, some of which you will learn later. 

Numbering system 

 Folopa has two sets of words for numbering things besides the English way that is fast becoming 

prominent.  The first list is also the names for the fingers of the hand and hand parts, the way people 

traditionally counted. 

No.  Term   Literal meaning  2nd term 

1.  kolosale   ‘small finger’  betą   ‘one’ 

2.  kolosale noma  ‘ring finger’    tamo  ‘two’ 

3.  dóų noma      ‘middle finger’     sore   ‘three’ 

4.  dóų(ró)      ‘index finger’ 

5.  apo(ró)         ‘thumb’ 

6.  apomi(ró)    ‘muscle at the base of the thumb’ 
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7.  wèike(ró)      ‘center of palm’ 

8.  bokokapoe    ‘wrist’ 

10. naase tamo    ‘two hands’ (ten) 

20. whì betą    ‘one man’ (twenty) 

C. GLOSSARY 

 kimi nukulapó  ‘root’ (pigs digging up ground) 

 ha ̨le ǫla kaae      ‘like nothing things’ (idiom meaning ‘wow’) 

 teketapó          ‘split’ (as firewood) 

 dupu dapó        ‘buy’ ‘exchange’ 

D. PRACTICE 

 Use the plural -rape on words when you want to talk about more than one.  Find out by listening 

to Folopa speakers when the plural is not used. 
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LESSON 16  Adjectives 

A. 

Ama fo mo dorapó. ‘His talk is very bad.’ 

 Ama dowi fo ‘his bad talk’ 

Ą whì mo fǫlorapó. ‘That man is very tall.’ 

 Ai fǫloi whi ̨  ‘that tall man’ 

I we ̨i supurapó.  ‘This water is hot.’ 

 i supui we ̨i    ‘this hot water’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 There is a class of words in the Folopa language that can be either verbs or adjectives.  You have 

learned them so far as STATIVE verbs.  Words such as ‘cold, hot, big, small’ with the affix erapó 

become verbs.  These same root words can become ADJECTIVES by adding the letter i as in the above 

examples. 

 In the first example the adjective form of dorapó is spelled with a w.  That is because there is 

another word that could be confused with dowi ‘bad’ (the word doi ‘name’). 

C. GLOSSARY 

 dorapó  ‘is bad’ 

 dowi          ‘bad’ 

 fǫlorapó      ‘is long’ 

 fǫloi         ‘long’ 

 supurapó   ‘is hot’ 

 supui        ‘hot’ 

 wisirapó      ‘is good’ 
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 wisi          ‘good’ 

 momo        ‘again’ 

 mió           ‘today’ 

 mióti        ‘now’ 

D. PRACTICE 

 With the help of a Folopa speaker take each STATIVE verb you know and modify it to describe a 

noun such as ‘man’ or ‘thing’.  Use the example sentences to give him or her an idea of what you want 

to know. 
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LESSON 17 Adjectives - Relative Clause 

A. 

 Tikitapó.    ‘(I) am cutting.’ 

 tikitere ǫla        ‘the thing that cuts’ 

 tikire kwia         ‘the piece that was cut’ 

 

 Bilitapó.   ‘(I) am cooking.’ 

 bilitere ǫla         ‘the thing (I) cook in’ 

 bilire ǫla           ‘the thing (I) am cooking’ 

 

 Ya ̨lo ditapó.  ‘I am felling.’ 

 yąlo ditere ǫla     ‘the thing I fell with’ 

 yąlo dire ni         ‘the tree I felled’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 A verb stem (other than stative verbs) can have affixation that will make it a word that modifies a 

noun or pronoun.  This word may be part of a phrase or clause within the sentence that modifies the 

noun.  When this type of affixation is used it is called a relative clause.  In the examples above the 

present tense is used to introduce relative clauses.   

 In the first example the verb for ‘cut’ is affixed first to become a transitive form.  It has the 

transitive t in it, -tere, the thing which does the action.  When just -re is added it is intransitive, or the 

thing which receives the action.   

 The word used in the examples ǫla ‘thing’ is commonly used in relative clauses.  Other common 

words include  

 tiki  ‘place’ 
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 whi ̨        ‘man’ (person) 

 ala        ‘custom’ ‘way’ 

 fo         ‘talk’ 

These are very generic terms that people often use to describe something for which they do not have a 

specific word. 

 Verbs that prefer l in the present tense also take l in their relative clause endings. 

 walapó   ‘come’ =  wale whi ̨   ‘man who comes’ 

 nukulapó ‘eat’  =  nokole ǫla  ‘food for eating’ 

In this example nuku changes to noko.  This is irregular. Changes such as these must be learned as 

they are not completely predictable. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 niki        ‘hair’  ‘fur’ 

 ba niki    ‘feathers’ 

 na ̨lo        ‘later’ 

 toli        ‘cassowary’ 

 wuti        ‘bamboo’ 

 dowa       ‘dowa’ 

 duwe       ‘galip’ 

 kwia        ‘edge’ ‘piece’ 

 suka        ‘sun’  ‘day’  ‘time’ 

D. PRACTICE 

 Use the same instruction from the last lesson.  Notice the difference in endings of the adjective 

ending on a stative verb and the relative clause ending on a process or transitive verb. 
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LESSON 18 Relative Clause 

A. 

 Whi ̨ fulapó.    ‘The man is going.’ 

 fole whi ̨               ‘the man who goes’ 

 fele whi ̨               ‘the man who went’ 

 faaire whi ̨            ‘the man who will go.’ 

 

 Ya ̨lo fo dapó.   ‘I am talking.’ 

 yąlo dere fo         ‘what I am saying’ 

 yąlo yale fo        ‘what I said’ 

 yąlo yaaire fo      ‘what I will say’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 Relative clauses can be marked for tense as shown above.  To this may be added a negative marker 

as well.  Relative clauses may be short as shown above or a long clause like a sentence within a 

sentence. 

 yąlo bemó mulane kuti   ‘the clothes I put in the house’ 

When longer strings of verbs are introduced you will see how even these can be affixed to become 

relative clauses. 

C. GLOSSARY  

 kae        ‘another’ 

 sereke    ‘tooth’ 

 wuli        ‘python’ (generic term for snake) 

 wirapó    ‘afraid’ 
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 we           ‘pit pit’ 

 yóku       ‘edible green leaves’ 

 hotapó    ‘act of going up’ 

 horapó    ‘state of going up’ 

 kìnapó    ‘state of being locked’ 

D. PRACTICE 

 Translate. 

1. I am splitting. 

   what I am splitting 

   what I split (past) 

   what I will split 

2. I am getting. 

   what I am getting 

   what I got 

   what I will get 
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LESSON 19 Nominalization 

A. 

 bilitere ǫla     ‘the thing that cooks’ 

 biliteretei       ‘that which cooks’ 

 tikitere tǫ      ‘the axe that cuts’ 

 tikiteretei      ‘that which cuts’ 

 ą betere be      ‘the house he lives in’ 

 ą beteretei       ‘that which he lives in’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 A relative clause may be affixed to become the actual noun at the head of the noun phrase.  In the 

last lesson a noun was modified by a relative clause but here the affix -tei makes the verb into the noun.  

It substitutes for the word for ‘thing’ and means ‘that which’ or ‘the thing that (verb)’.  

C. GLOSSARY 

 kotapó  ‘go around’ 

 bésaai       ‘wing beans’ 

 kelepaa      ‘face’ 

 fopaae       ‘nose’ 

 kele         ‘eye’ 

 keletapó     ‘to see’ 

 kǫlo         ‘mouth’ 

 woseni       ‘ear’ 

 wosetapó   ‘hear’ 

 siso         ‘back side’ 
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 husike      ‘fingernail’ 

 bulapó       ‘to insert’ ‘be inside’ 

D. PRACTICE 

 Following the examples above use these verbs to construct a relative clause.  Then make it into a 

noun form. 

 nukulapó   sirapó 

 mulapó             daalapó 

 tatapó             wisirapó 
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LESSON 20  Noun qualifiers 

A. 

 Ąlima hamakélé waalopó.       ‘My father and mother will come.’ 

 Yuwi ama manekélé sukąlepó. ‘My dog and its young died.’ 

 Whi ̨maaté felepó.             ‘Only the man went.’ 

Da ̨maaté i kutó diyaalomeipó. ‘We alone won't do this work.’ 

Ąlima ama somatamo felepó.  ‘My father left with his wife.’ 

Da ̨ sina kóró ha ̨latamo nukulapó.  ‘We eat pandanas with salt and ginger.’ 

Ya ̨pi fae.      ‘You go first.’ 

I ǫlapi nae.      ‘Eat this food first.’ 

Ya ̨tóróti kutópaae fae.   ‘You yourself go to the garden.’ 

Pita, Jonisepi waalopó.   ‘Peter, John and the others are coming.’ 

  Atimasisi felepó.     ‘They themselves went.’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 There are several endings that can go on nouns and pronouns that are equivolent to words in 

English.  When these endings are affixed to nouns they mean the following. 

1. Adding -kélé after the second of two nouns or pronouns is similar to saying ‘and’ in English.  It can 

mean ‘also’ or ‘even’ as well. 

2. Adding -maaté after a noun or a pronoun is the same as saying ‘only’ in English. 

3. Adding -tamo on the end of nouns and pronouns means the same as ‘with’ in English.  It can also 

mean ‘by way of’ when it is affixed to an object as in the English sentence ‘I came by way of airplane.’ 

4. There is a coordinated phrase using -tamo that is important also.  The meaning is similar to 

‘with...also’.  It means that two people or things do something together.  In the example at the 

beginning of the lesson one eats pandanas, 
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              kó-ró   ha ̨la-tamo 

            salt-with ginger-also 

5. Adding -pi to a noun or pronoun means the same as ‘first’. 

6. Adding -tóróti to a noun or pronoun means ‘particularly’ as in yątóróti ‘you yourself’ or ‘you 

particularly’. 

7. Adding -sepi to a name means ‘and others’. 

8. Adding -sisi to a pronoun means ‘themselves’ or ‘ourselves’ depending on what pronoun is used. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 ha ̨la      ‘ginger’ 

 kó            ‘salt’ 

 sina         ‘pandanas’ 

 ma ̨le         ‘young’ ‘offspring’ 

 ąlima        ‘father’ (term of reference) 

 soma         ‘wife’ 

 ameke        ‘fat’ 

 bela         ‘area outside a house’ 

 depe         ‘stomach’ 

 fąanapó      ‘full’ 

 hórapó       ‘dislike’ 

D. PRACTICE 

 Use each of the noun qualifiers in a sentence using the following nouns.  Check your sentences 

with a Folopa speaker. 

      atima       ama        na 

      hupu        yuwi       apu 
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LESSON 21 Hortatory and Uncertainty 

A. 

 Kutó siépe.      

  ‘Let's get working!’ 

 Ai ǫla wae biliyépe.    

  ‘Let's plant the cuttings!’ 

   Naao no mópaae feleé?  

  ‘Where has your brother gone?’ 

 Mópaae felerópó.     

  ‘I'm not sure where he has gone.’ 

 Kale whi ̨ ama bemó betererópó.  

  ‘I'm not sure if the man is home.’ 

 Kale whi ̨ ama bemó beteremolópó.  

  ‘I don't know if the man is home.’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 More than one ending is taught here because each is uncomplicated and easy to learn.  The first is 

hortatory.  Simply adding the ending -iépe on a verb root means ‘lets (verb)’  This is often found in a 

verb phrase using a future ending. 

   faalopa fiépe    ‘let’s go’ 

 The second ending is -erópó and is affixed to a verb stem plus tense means ‘I am not sure’. 

   dérópó    ‘not sure he is doing it’ 

   yalerópó  ‘not sure he did it’ 

 A third ending is similar and is -molópó.  When affixed to a verb stem plus tense it means ‘I don't 

know’. 
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   démolópó   ‘don't know if he is doing it’ 

   yalemolópó ‘don't know if he did it’ 

C. GLOSSARY 

 kąatapó        ‘bend’ 

 melaatapó     ‘play’ (high tone) 

 melaatapó  ‘ambush’  (mid tone) 

 sù sirapó  ‘try’  ‘evaluate’ 

 mo kée         ‘thank you’ (literally ‘very good’) 

 me             ‘other’ 

 au dapó        ‘decorate’ 

 depa           ‘neck’ 

 fosorapó       ‘sharp’ 

 keketapó       ‘look for’ 

D. PRACTICE 

 Try adding the hortatory and uncertainty endings on the verbs that you have learned. 
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LESSON 22 Abilitive and Desiderative 

A. 

 Ę ai ala enénipó.  ‘I can't do that.’ 

 Ę fenénipó.    ‘I don't want to (can't) go.’ 

 Ę fenerapó.          ‘I can go.’  ‘(I) want to go.’ 

 Ę senerapó.          ‘I can get.’  ‘(I) want to have (it).’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 The abilitive ending indicates that the speaker has the ability to do something.  ‘I can go.’ ‘I can 

eat.’ 

 When the verb is a stative verb (or the subject is in some state of being) it means ‘possibility’ as in 

sukunétapó ‘he might die’, and not ‘he can die’. 

 When the speaker does not have control of the situation then use of the -né- infix indicates his 

desire to do something.  When the speaker does have control of the situation then he would say he 

intends to do something using -aai, saai ‘I intend to get’. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 he ̨keserapó  ‘happy’ 

 teraatapó       ‘untie’ 

 folo           ‘quickly’ 

 hapale         ‘quickly’ 

 fi              ‘urine’ 

 di             ‘feces’ 

 aputapó        ‘hug’ 

 au             ‘custom' `deed' `ornament’ 
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 dakatapó       ‘cover flat surface to flat surface’ 

 disale         ‘tail’ 

D. PRACTICE 

 With the following verbs make a negative and a positive statement of ability or desire. 

 sirapó keletapó teketapó 

 mulapó dokotapó  tatapó  
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LESSON 23  Verb Serialization 

A. 

 Ama ae sene ape.    ‘Get his bananas and come.’ 

 Ę duwe nuku beterapó.  ‘I am eating galip.’ 

 Da ̨ si tikitua dapó.      ‘We always split firewood.’ 

 Whi ̨ bemó sókó walapó.   ‘The man has arrived in the village.’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 The examples above show a few of the ways that the Folopa language has of using a series of more 

than one verb.  There are three kinds of serial verb constructions. 

 1. Two verbs used together to have one meaning. 

 ho ̨le sirapó  ‘fight’ ‘quarrel’ 

 kąae felepó  bend + go = ‘break’ 

 sókó walapó  out  + come = ‘arrive’ 

 hamuó tatapó close mouth + hold = ‘hold in mouth’ 

 In the first example the two words always go together.  The first word does not have any meaning 

apart from the second.  In the second example each word has a separate verb root and the meaning is 

derived from both actions acting together.  The third example is similar to the second.  The words kąae 

and sókó appear as the first member of other serial verbs.  The way that these roots were derived to 

become the first member of a serial verb was as follows: 

 kąa  +  e from   kąatapó  ‘bend’ 

 sók  +  ó    from   sókótapó   ‘remove’ ‘take out’ 

 hamu +  ó   from   hamutapó   ‘close ones mouth’ 

Whenever a verb root ends in -ó and is followed by another verb it means that a serial verb phrase has 

been formed.  Most often the first root that has -ó on the end acts as an adverb to tell the manner in 
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which the second verb was done. This will be seen more in the next lesson.   Many times the second 

member of the verb phrase will be either ‘come’ or ‘go’.  Other verbs that are commonly used as the 

second member of serial verb constructions are: 

 ‘get’  ‘hold’  ‘sit’  ‘stand’   ‘eat’ 

 ‘give’    ‘lay’  ‘go up’   ‘go around’  ‘do’ 

Most of these types of serial verbs have to be memorized as it is difficult or impossible to figure out the 

meaning otherwise. 

 2. The second type of serial verb construction shows some kind of aspect or the way the action was 

done. 

 d-ua dapó       ‘always does’  indicates ‘always’ 

 nuk-u beterapó  ‘is still eating’ indicates duration 

 ąs-ó beterapó   ‘is written’ It exists in a written state. 

Here is a list of serial verb phrases that are used often.  The second member is one listed above and the 

meaning is linked to an aspect. 

 Verb root + -ó nukulapó   Usually indicates pain or injury. 

 Verb root + -ó melatapó   to give out or teach 

 Verb root + -ó beterapó   perfective, ‘is done’ 

 Verb root + -ó mulapó     exist in abundance 

 Verb root + -ó tarapó     done continually 

 Verb root + -ó daalapó    done just once 

 3. A third type of serial verb construction shows sequential action, or, one thing was done and then 

another followed it. 

 s-ene ape ‘come and get’    get + -ene + come 

  bit-į fae     ‘go and stay’     sit + -ì + go 

 y-óló felepó  ‘having done (he) went’   do + -óló + gone 

 Sometimes serial verbs can be imbedded in each other to form a more complicated phrase such as 

this example. 

 melaa    de-té           kut-u           bet-epa 
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       ambush    do-PROG go around-DUR sit-Dif Subj 

     ‘while going around doing ambushing progressively’ 

This is a string of verbs that have endings which indicate various meanings so that they can be run 

together. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 sókó walapó     ‘arrive’ 

 kąae fulapó     ‘break’ 

 ho ̨le sirapó     ‘fight’ 

 se ̨ sirapó        ‘pull’ 

 botokó fulapo   ‘run away’ ‘flee’ 

 fopaae bulapó   ‘angry’ 

 sirirapó         ‘cold’ 

 ta ̨tapó           ‘cook’ (in mumu) 

 wusuró          ‘together’ 

 ase ̨tapó          ‘write’ ‘draw’ ‘create designs’ 

 bóe              ‘enemy’ 

D. PRACTICE 

 Use the first six glossary words in sentences that you make up. 
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LESSON 24 Verb serialization - Habitual 

A. 

 Ama fo dua dapó.           ‘He always says that.’ 

 Da ̨né si tikitua dapó.      ‘We always split firewood.’ 

 Ęta tumó dei nukua dapó.  ‘I'm always falling down on the trail.’ 

B. 

 In order to say that you ‘always’ do something in Folopa the following pattern is used. 

 Intransitive verb stem + -ua  +  dapó 

 Transitive verb stem   + -tua +  dapó 

REPEATED ACTION 

 There is more than one way that Folopa has to let you know that an action is done more than once.  

One common way, used with a small number of verbs such as ‘cut’ and ‘split’, is the use of an infix 

rather a string of verbs.  In the sentences above you see the word tikitua.  This comes from tikitapó 

‘cut in lengths’.  When this action is repeated many times a small syllable is inserted in the verb root 

and it becomes tirikitapó.  In the following lessons you will see how other repeated actions use various 

constructions of serial verbs. 

  dukutapó  ‘pluck’        dulukutapó  ‘harvest’ 

  teketapó    ‘split’          tereketapó   ‘split (many times)’ 

C. GLOSSARY 

 ya            ‘mosquito’ (high tone) 

  yia            ‘fish’  (low tone) 

 diri           ‘bone’ ‘hard’ 

 oma            ‘husband’ 
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 sekę whi ̨     ‘mature man’ 

 wotoró      ‘alone’ 

 tua ̨mó       ‘middle’ 

 soraatapó  ‘vomit’ 

 kìlitapó       ‘dance’ 

D. PRACTICE 

With a Folopa speaker say ‘I am always...’ with the following verbs. 

 matapó  ‘give’       bilitapó   ‘plant’ or ‘cook’ 

 tatapó    ‘hold’       sirapó     ‘get’ 

 daalapó ‘stand’       fitapó      ‘sleep’ 

 walapó   ‘come’        nukulapó   ‘eat’ 
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LESSON 25 Verb Serialization - Durative 

A. 

 Dowakalenaale fo du beterapó. 

           ‘He is talking big talk.’ 

 Ę duwe nuku beterapó. 

             ‘I am eating galip.’ 

  Ni ami ditu beterapó.              

  ‘I am cutting down this huge tree.’ 

 Hae kwia sakatu beterapó. 

             ‘I am shaving off this bit of ground.’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 When the durative aspect is used it means that the action is taking place over a period of time.  It 

means that something is in the process of happening.  It is a more specific way of saying, ‘I am doing’ 

than simple present tense and is used more frequently than present tense.  It means ‘I am doing it and I 

haven't stopped yet.’   

 Durative is said by using the verb stem plus -u beterapó.  In the following sentence notice how 

both the habitual and the durative aspects are used together. 

  Ą bepaae fua wua du beterapó. 

  ‘He is always going back and forth to the village.’ 

This means that he is always going and coming and he hasn't stopped going back and forth yet. 

 In an earlier lesson you learned about relative clauses.  To make this series of verbs into a relative 

clause just add the relative clause endings to the last verb stem. 

 Ą bepaae              fua         wua           du           betere naale... 

   he village-toward go-HAB come-HAB do-DUR sit-REL boy 
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 ‘(The) always going back and forth to the village boy...’ 

C. GLOSSARY 

 nisitapó  ‘mistakenly (do)’ 

 belékaa  ‘small’ 

 sakatapó   ‘shave off’ 

 kepe           ‘ghost’ 

 maanapó    ‘full’ 

 kapo           ‘stone’ 

 hapia          ‘chest’ 

 fotokǫrapó ‘strong’ 

D. PRACTICE 

 Using the example sentences in the lesson substitute different verb roots and nouns of your own 

choosing and practice saying the sentences. 
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LESSON 26 Verb Serialization - Progressive 

A. 

 Kale we ̨i sókóté duru fulapó. 

       ‘The water is gradually going out.’ 

  O foi ni dolomó nukuté fulapó. 

       ‘The sago grub is eating along inside that tree.’ 

  Ai fota deté fele fopó. 

       ‘That is the talk that has gone on and on.’ 

  Da ̨ ekei fo deté fulapó. 

       ‘We are engaging in friendly conversation as we go along.’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 To express an action that happens a little at a time or by increments over a period of time the 

ending -té is added to the verb stem.  This is usually in a combination with ‘go’ or ‘come’, ‘go up’ or 

‘go down’ or ‘go around’.  The subject is performing the action without interruption and without 

changing to another location. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 dolo            ‘hole’ ‘inside’ 

 bete            ‘basis’ ‘meaning’ ‘source’ ‘root’ 

 deté fele fo    ‘legend’ ‘old story’ (literally ‘go, go gone talk’) 

 duru fulapó   ‘go down’ 

 bisąanapó      ‘is torn’ 

 dekeró          ‘do with vigor’ ‘thoroughly’ 

 dua             ‘carefully’ 
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 folosóró        ‘first’ 

D. PRACTICE 

 Check through all the verbs you have learned so far.  Use each in a sentence with a progressive 

verb ending (if the verb is the kind of verb that can be done in a progressive manner). 
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LESSON 27 Verb serialization - Repeated Action-alternately 

A. 

 Si seneta mulaneta du beteró kemeralepó. 

  ‘We got the firewood and put it repeatedly until it was finished.’ 

 Ni terekeneta du betale nié? 

  ‘Is this the tree that you have been repeatedly splitting?’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 The repeated action ending -(vowel)neta can be used when two actions alternate repeatedly.  This 

would mean as in the first example ‘we got and put and got and put.’  In the second example the sense 

is that you are in the process of repeating an action slowly over a period of time.  The difference 

between progressive and repeated action is that in repeated action there was a cycle where the person 

cut firewood, probably went home, came again and repeated the action.  In PROGRESSIVE mode the 

person would be doing a process slowly in the same location uninterrupted. 

 The ending -(vowel)neta indicates that the vowel at the beginning of the ending can change 

depending on the word it is affixed to.  It tends to be the same vowel as the one preceding it or the 

vowel that would have come in that place if the tense ending were added. 

   -inita    -aneta    -eneta 

C. GLOSSARY 

 foke        ‘traditional feast’ 

 kisi           ‘sickness’ 

 fisini        ‘rib’ 

 fisini kisi   ‘malaria’ (rib sickness) 

 kwé tiki       ‘saliva’ 
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 męleke         ‘beads’ 

 sonaarapó   ‘ it is red’ 

 hosowarapó  ‘it is yellow’ 

 saserapó       ‘it is steep’ 

D. PRACTICE 

 Check through your list of verbs again.  Choose several and try using them with a repeated action 

ending.  These will be more difficult and a Folopa speaker's help would be most useful here. 
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LESSON 28 Verb Serialization - Sequential Action 

A.  

 Nokole ǫla sene waaloe?    

  ‘Are you going to get the food?’ 

 Ni wae bili ene ape.       

  ‘Come and plant the tree.’ 

 Kuti dupu ene fulapó.      

  ‘(She) is going to buy clothes.’ 

 Fini fae.                 

  ‘Go and sleep.’ 

 Ama hupu dupuyóló walepó.  

  ‘He bought a pig and came.’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 A verb root plus -ene, -ini, -ane, and followed by the verb for ‘go’ or ‘come’ means that two 

actions are being talked about.  We say in English ‘go and get’ and the Folopas say ‘get go’. 

 Any tense may be used with the final ‘come’ or ‘go’.  The (verb root)-ene action is in the same 

tense and the two actions happened one after the other. 

 Determining whether the ending is -ini, -ene, or -ane depends on the verb root.  There is a shift in 

the ending so that the preceding vowel in the root and the vowel in the ending are close in sound.  As in 

fini from fitapó or fene from fulapó. When there is no final vowel the root has a preference that you 

will learn. 

Same Subject Sequential 

 In the final example given above the ending -óló is used.  This ending is called Same Subject 

Sequential.  It is used when the same subject is doing the action but there is more than one action.  It 
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can mean that one action is complete and another follows it, or it can mean that the first verb was the 

manner in which it was done. 

 

 n-óló felepó      ‘ate and went’ 

 eat-SS went 

      wisiy-óló yalepó  ‘did well’ 

 good-SS did 

This ending will be discussed further when we look at multiple clauses making up a sentence. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 siri           ‘mark’ 

 otere            ‘old man’ 

 sere             ‘old woman’ 

 kokopei whi ̨     ‘young man without children’ 

 doi             ‘name’ 

 fano             ‘chin’ 

 bó dapó         ‘to cough’ (literally ‘cough do’) 

 hakeamo         ‘out in the open’ 

 tué ̨rapó          ‘think’ (literally ‘thought is’) 

 woterapó        ‘to be hungry’ 
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D. PRACTICE 

 Translate. 

       bilini fae 

       tikini ape 

       fini fulapó 

       nane felepó 

       sini walapó 
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LESSON 29  Medial Verbs 

A. 

Melaapaae fupa, melaa daale whi ̨né amamó wosó tatapó. 

ambush-toward go-DIF SUBJ, ambush standing man-AGENT them listen holds 

(It) goes toward the ambush, as (the) hunter listens for them. 

B. GRAMMAR 

 Up until now you have been learning about the construction of Folopa sentences that contained 

one main clause.  You have been introduced to the sentence final endings for  

 INDICATIVE   -pó 

 EQUATIONAL   -pó 

 IMPERATIVE   -ae 

       -ao ̨se (negative) 

 HORTATORY   -iepe 

 UNCERTAINTY   -erópó, -molópó 

 INTEROGATIVE.  -e 

 

Now we will look at what happens to verb endings when there are two clauses and the first, or 

dependent clause, is followed by the independent clause that has the final ending.   

 Medial verbs use the following markings: 

     -óló 

     -pa 

     -tepa 

     -mó 

     -óo 
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     -uraalu 

     -ró 

These will be explained in coming lessions. 

 The first type we will look at is the medial endings for PURPOSE and INTENTION.  This ending 

has three forms depending on the persons involved.  In the following examples note that first person 

follows the pattern of serial verbs that you have been learning about.  It is one clause.  The examples 

for second and third person  

 

 Ni   tiki   tikiyaai               fulapó. 

        tree body cut-do-INTEND go-PRES-IND 

             ‘I am going (intending) to cut the tree.’ 

    Ai  ni    naao tikiyaasepóló fulapó. 

       that tree you   cut-PURP      go-PRES-IND 

             ‘So that you can cut that tree (I) am going.’ 

    Me whi ̨né              ni    tiki *tukǫ́póló  tǫ  buluratapó. 

   another man-AGENT tree body cut-PURP axe sharpen-BEN-PRES-IND 

             ‘So that another man can cut that tree I am sharpening the  axe.’ 
 
   Dika ę  naaipa,                                  ąlae. 

       yam   I  eat-INTENTION-DIF SUBJ, give-IMP       

‘I'd like to eat that yam (so) give it.’ 

   I dika yą      naasepóló, sae. 

       this yam you eat-PURP, take-IMP 

‘So you can eat this yam take it.’ 

   I dika nąlo wale                      whi ̨  no ̨póló      mulae. 

     this yam you  come-PAST-REL man eat-PURP put-IMP 

             ‘Put this yam to one side so that the man who came later can eat it.’ 

 
   Ą fǫpólópó.  (Ę ) dua faalopó. 
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       he  go-if he likes   (I) later go-FUT-IND 

             ‘He can go if he likes (let him go).  I'll go later.’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 With the three above endings the speaker can express intention to do something with ‘first person’, 

and purpose for doing something using 2nd person and 3rd person.  Another use for the -aasepe ending 

is asking someone to do something or granting permission for someone to do something for the 

speaker. 

  The endings are: 

         -aai           1st person 

         -aasepe        2nd person 

         -ǫpóló       3rd person 

 These come after the verb stem.  The different subject -pa ending and the same subject -óló ending 

can be added on after the purpose and intention ending if it comes in the position for that verb ending 

(as stated in Lesson 11 and 12). 

 The 3rd person ending can also have the sense of giving a blessing as ‘May it be that...’ 

 To express the idea of NEGATIVE PURPOSE there is just one ending for any person.  The ending 

is -naǫsóró.  In the following example notice that the first clause states what is not wanted and the 

second clause states the action taken to prevent the negative consequence. 

  Hupudape  da ̨né                     nokole ǫla kutómó        nao ̨sóró             tipi    dua        dapó. 

pig-PLURAL our-POSSESIVE eating food garden-LOC eat-NEG PURP fence do-HAB do-IND 

‘So that the pigs do not eat the food in our gardens we always make fences.’ 
 
   Atima faǫsóró            da ̨né             séseyalepó. 
 
       they     go-NEG PURP we-AGENT restrain-PAST-IND 

    ‘So they would not go we restrained them. 

*Note that the verb stem in the third example changed from tik- to tuk-.  This is one of the many 

examples of VOWEL HARMONY.  With vowel harmony if an ending has vowels in it that are 
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pronounced in a very rounded way (as in o the mouth is rounded) then the other vowels are affected 

and made more rounded.  The letter i will often change to a u and the letter e will often change to an o. 

SEQUENTIAL AND SIMULATANEOUS 

Same subject 

 When the same person or subject does two actions in a sentence then we say that the actions have 

the same subject.  When these actions happen in a sequence it is called Same Subject Sequential.  

When the subject of the first clause is the same as the subject of the second then a coordinating medial 

ending is used which was first seen in an earlier lesson.   

  -óló 

The actions expressed may be a single verb with the -óló ending or a more complicated verb phrase 

ending in the medial -óló. 

 When two or more actions happen at the same time with the same subject we call it Same Subject 

Simultaneous.  The first clause is marked by adding -uraalu as a medial ending.  The second action is 

marked with the normal final ending. 

    Wuli sókó wouraalu na      serekené         hamuó tatapó. 

   snake arrive come-as  animal teeth-AGENT grab      hold 

    ‘As the python is arriving it grabs the animal by its teeth.’ 

In this sentence the snake arrived and grabbed at the same time. 

 Kale hupu bótókó furaalu keteré yalepó. 

      the     pig     flee      go-as     squeal  do-PAST-IND 

    ‘While the pig was fleeing it squealed.’ 

Quote introducer 

 Another very common usage for the simultaneous ending is as a quote introducer. 

 Da ̨moné duraalu, “Noó,                e ̨ winipó.”      yalepó. 

        we-AGENT saying  brother-VOC   I  afraid-NEG-IND  say-PAST-IND 

       ‘We were saying, "Brother, I am not afraid.” ’ 

Different subject 
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 When there are two actions but there are two different subjects doing each the sentence is said the 

same way but the ending on the verb stem is different. 

 When it is being stressed that both things happened at the same time -u beteretamo is added to the 

verb root.  With this ending there is an overlap in the timing of the activities. 

 Atima tipi du beteretamo dą sókó walepó. 

      they     fence do-right when we arrive come-PAST-IND 

     ‘Right when they were making a fence we arrived.’ 

 

 When the idea being expressed is that one action was already taking place when the second one 

happened then -u beteremó is added to the verb root. 

 Atima óla nuku beteremó sókó walepó. 

       they    food eat-while          arrive come-PAST-IND 

     ‘While they were eating we arrived.’ 

 A third way to express the idea that two things happened close together in time is by adding -u 

betepa to the first verb root.  This means that one action was taking place and then another one started.  

There may or may not be some overlap in the activities. 

 Atima tipi du betepa dą   sókó walepó. 

        they     fence do-when  we arrive come-PAST-IND 

    ‘They were making a fence and we arrived.’ 

C. GLOSSARY 

 kasipo       ‘moon’ 

 ho ̨lé         ‘star’ 

 hosaa        ‘liver’ 

 kekele       ‘relatives’ 

 mi           ‘muscle’  ‘meat’ 

 sya fulapó   ‘follow’  ‘pursue’ 
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 o            ‘taro’ 

 olokotapó    ‘join together’ 

D. PRACTICE 

 In each of the example sentences substitute a different verb to change the action.  When this is done 

change the subject and object and practice using different nouns and pronouns. 
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LESSON 30  Contrary to Fact 

A. 

 Ąta muna muna nukua ̨sóró ą sukua ̨meipó. 

        ‘If he had eaten the medicine he wouldn't have died.’ 

   Bepaae fua ̨meisóró atima ho ̨le sùapó. 

       ‘If we had not gone to that place they would have fought.’ 

   Ya ̨ta da ̨tamo bitùasóró mo wisiua ̨pó. 

       ‘If you stay with us it would be good.’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

  The contrary to fact endings -uąsóró and -uąpó mean ‘If something) then (something’  There are four 

combinations of clauses that are possible.  Different subjects may be used for the clauses or the same 

subject, but the same subject ending is used for both on the first clause. 

  The combinations are as follows: 

 POSITIVE, NEGATIVE = If you...(verb)ųąsóró 

                                      then I   (verb)ųąmeipó. 

 POSITIVE, POSITIVE = If you...  (verb)ųąsóró 

                                            then..I    (verb)ųąpó 

 NEGATIVE, POSITIVE = If you...(verb)ųąmeisóró 

                                    then I..    (verb)ųąpó. 

 NEGATIVE, NEGATIVE = If you...(verb)ųąmeisóró, 

                                      then I..  (verb)ųąmeipó. 

These clauses can only mean that the action was in the past. The one exception to that is with the 

phrase ‘it would begood’.  That is more in the present or future.  Sometimes the first clause is not 

marked for contrary to fact when there is an ‘it would be good’ clause. 
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C. GLOSSARY 

 yako              ‘namesake’  ‘cockatoo’ 

 woterapó         ‘hungry’ 

 werapó           ‘prohibit from eating’ 

 tope              ‘a type of palm’ 

 tukutapó         ‘lift up’ 

 so semale        ‘young woman without children’ 

 sųrapó           ‘enough, sufficient’ 

 momókó yaǫse    ‘certainly do not!’ 

D. PRACTICE 

  Write out two sentences for each of the four contrary to fact constructions.  Check these with a Folopa 

speaker to make sure you are correct. 
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LESSON 31  Pronoun Set Switching 

A. 

 Ai ala yąlo tué ̨rapó.           

  ‘I know that.’ 

   Ai ala ę tué ̨rapó.               

  ‘I know that.’ 

  Ama biliyale ǫla yąlo nukulapó.   

  ‘I am eating the food he cooked.’ 

 Ama biliyale ǫla ę nukulapó. 

        ‘I am eating the food he cooked.’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 So far in constructing a sentence you have learned that you have SUBJECT - OBJECT - VERB in 

that order. 

 When you learned about PRONOUNS you leanred that one set of pronouns is used for the 

SUBJECT position and one set for the OBJECT position.  You have learned the difference between a 

TRANSITIVE and INTRANSITIVE verb.  You may want to go back and review those lessons at this 

point. 

 In this chart look at the normal use of pronouns. 

 

                     SUBJECT      OBJECT 

TRANSITIVE   1. yąlo               2. e ̨ 

  VERB               naao             yą 

                            ama, (etc.)      ą (etc.) 
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INTRANSITIVE  1. e ̨ 

  VERB                     yą  

                                 ą  (etc.)    

 There are exceptions to the above pattern.  There is a system of substituting one set of pronouns 

for the other.  In a sentence where you would expect to see a particular pronoun, instead there is the 

pronoun of the other set. 

 The following are the possible causes for pronoun set changes in the subject and object positions. 

  1. The speaker wants to assert control or responsibility or perogative so he will use the stronger 

pronoun from set one. 

  2. The speaker wants to diminish control or responsibility so he uses the weaker pronoun from set two 

instead of the proper one from set one. 

  3. The speaker wants to emphasize the agent and bring him to the notice of the hearers so he uses a 

stronger pronoun. 

  4. The speaker may want to de-emphasize the agent and emphasize the event more so he may use the 

weaker pronoun from set two. 

  In the above example sentences the only difference between sentence one and two is the emphasis and 

control of the speaker.  In the first sentence he is saying ‘I know that.’ In the second he is saying ‘I 

know that (a little bit).’   In the second set the speaker is taking responsibility for the eating of the food.  

In the second example the speaker does not want to emphasize his responsibilty. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 kapala   ‘lie’ ‘deceive’ 

   hatepaa      ‘vigorously’ 

 sukųnaatapó    ‘burn (food)’      

  hapisąą       ‘mud’           

 hali            ‘rain’ 
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   hama         ‘sister’ female to female (mid tone) 

   hama         ‘mother' term of reference (high tone) 

   isawe         ‘tree kangaroo' 

   keterapó       ‘not know , forget' 

D. PRACTICE 

 Construct four sentences in Folopa that have pronouns in them.  With a Folopa speaker practice 

changing the pronouns to the other set and see if you can determine from your helper what whange has 

occured in the meaning. 
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LESSON 32  Cause/ Effect or Result 

A. 

 Ya ̨lo noa fo yaletikimó biliyaaloé? 

     ‘As a result of saying what talk should I go burn?’ 

   Kele apaae sókó dele feretikimó né naaié? 

     ‘Because of there being plenty of greens down there who could eat it all?’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 In the above example sentences there are two clauses in each one.  The verb in the first clause ends 

with the ending -tikimó.  The second clause ends with a tense ending. When this happens it is a cause/ 

effect or cause/ result construction.  That means that the first clause is the cause and the second is the 

result or effect. 

 The ending -tikimó if broken down further looks like the word for ‘place’ tiki plus -mó meaning 

‘location’. 

 This ending can also be used to indicate that the first clause contains back ground information and 

the second clause is new information.  The relationship between the two clauses is a logical one. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 belekąamale   ‘small’ 

   hapolurapó         ‘thick’ 

   fó dapó            ‘whistle’ 

   ki                  ‘garden’ 

   buliki             ‘cowrie shell’ 

   hi ̨rapó            ‘unheated, leftover’ 

   kolosare           ‘small finger’ ‘number one 
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   humurapó           ̀ dry' 

   humu               `sore' (noun) 

   kótó               ̀court' 

D. PRACTICE 

 Translate the following sentences. 

1. Ama basema ditikimó ai kótópaae a daale ape. 

2. Kale be whi ̨né bemó doro wóló bititikimó fo yalepó. 

3. Kale makerape ditikimó da ̨ nuku beteró mo haiyalepó. 
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LESSON 33  Clause Conjunction 

A. 

 Ya ̨lo senaale miǫ́ mo felekemó sukunaae deremó, ę mo fopaaené sukutapó. 

  ‘As (you) are now causing my daughter to be close to death I am dying with anger.’ 

 Da ̨ atéré we ̨i tepetu betalemó Kųtiawa whì betąné wuli ha ̨le tapa kelalepó. 

  ‘While we were filling up the liquid we saw one Kundiawa man holding a snake.’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 In a earlier lesson the ending -mó was taught to indicate location, or LOCATIVE.  It is true that it 

shows location in time or space.  In these examples it shows a relatonship between two clauses.  When 

this ending is used on a verb at the end of a clause, it can be translated into the English word ‘while’ or 

‘as’.  It is similar to the ending -tikimó in that the first clause gives background information and the 

second gives new information. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 saserapó   ‘it is steep’ 

   ero   ‘edible insect’ 

   fóe            ‘larvae of edible insect’ 

   samea      ‘blood’ 

   dilikitapó  ‘dark color, dark of night, deceive’ 

   mo male    ‘offspring, young’ 

   nó              ‘shoulder blade’ 
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D. PRACTICE 

Translate. 

1. Noma topo whìné kale noma mo dekéró sìyalemó mvo diri teké felepó. 

2. Etéró fopeté felalemó, kale wuli ą fu betere tų dolomąle etei mulapó. 
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LESSON 34  Who or what did it? 

A. 

 Da ̨ dowa tu ̨ walené béné sukutapó. 

    `Because of our coming along a long road we are dying from weakness.' 

   Me whìné dalepó.          

  ‘Another man killed (him).’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 When the affix -né is on a non animate noun it indicates that the noun was the instrument.  When it 

is affixed to a person or animal it indicates that he/she/it was the agent of the action.  When the ending 

is on a verbal idea it means that the whole clause is the affector or the thing responsible for the action. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 tóputapó       ‘bathe’ 

   sókó sirapó      ‘remove’ ‘take out’ 

   notere            ‘friend’ 

   sake              ‘thin (tree or man)’ 

   sere              ‘old woman’ 

   disitapó         ‘finish cooking and remove from heat’ 

   disi whì          ‘mature man’ 
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D. PRACTICE 

  Translate. 

1. Atétere ala kelaai whi ̨rapené ha ̨le kilitimipó, wuliné ai ala deretei. 

2. Serekené ha ̨le dolo hamuó tawóló tikinéta mo dolo sukunatapó. 

3. Kale whìné kaae tawóló beteralemó kale wuli dua sókó walapó. 
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LESSON 35  Contrast 

A.  

 O ̨la ę maletamo ąlae yaletei diaao ę fuló na ̨leé? 

     ‘I said give me a little food but did you eat everything without me?’ 

   Kale whì ape yaletei wanipó. 

    ‘The man said come but he didn't come.’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 In an earlier lesson the ending -tei was taught to be the ending that turns verbs into nouns.  That is 

true but there is another use of -tei when it is affixed to a verb.  When the verb is at the end of the first 

clause and the second clause contains a negative it means about the same as the word `but' in English.  

It connects the two clauses and shows constrast between them. 

 When the ending -tei is affixed to a noun or pronoun it means that that person or thing is being 

emphasized as in the following examples. 

 Ya ̨tei fae.            ‘you go!’ 

 Ya ̨ miótitei fae.     ‘You go right now!’ 

 In a similar way, when -tei is affixed to the deictics a ‘that’ or i ‘this’, it emphasizes these words 

and implies that there is something important about what this or that refers to, usually something that 

has happened already or will happen in the future. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 kapurapó         ‘dry’ 

   dane              ‘boundary’ ‘line’ 

   dipili be         ‘toilet house’ 

   duru fulapó      ‘go down’ 
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   epo               ‘cloud’ ‘fog’ 

   fake              ‘clan’ ‘large piece’ 

   sa ̨                ‘lamp’ ‘torch’ ‘sky’ 

   sepake           ‘knife’ 

D. PRACTICE 

Translate. 

1. Da ̨ we ̨i tómó duru fu betepatei, be suka sókó horóló mo diriyalepó. 

2. Fóta ti wua ̨tei mo i fisini tęmó dere auné mo fenénipó. 
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LESSON 36  Topic and Focus 

A.  

 Ita wuliné dere ala dapó. 

    `This is the way of the python.' 

   Da ̨ fini faalotei sia noa sóró faalopó depa mepaae sorapené, "Sita dą kuti hąki fisi yóló sóró 

faalopó." yalepó. 

  "We will go and sleep but what fire will we take?" and the other woman said, "For fire we will 

twist up old bark cloth and take that." 
 
   Téró, kale wuliné ama na dereteita, serekené dumipó. 

    `Now, concerning the python killing animals he does not   kill them with his teeth.' 

   Dóta da ̨mo diliki dilikitamo so whi ̨ fopesaapa faalopó. 
 
   `Tomorrow while it is still dark we will go and no one will be aware of our departure.' 

B. GRAMMAR 

 In the above examples the ending -ta is added to various other words to indicate the topic of the 

sentence. It can be on a noun, pronoun, verb, or time word.    

 In the first example the word sia.  This is the word si ‘fire’ with an -a added to show a strong 

emphasis. 

 In the following examples the affix -ti is shown as a marker for focus.  It is not affixed to any other 

word but is a free form.  It is used by a speaker to show what the main point is in case the hearer may 

miss it. 

 Ti wisirapó.          ‘Okay, agreed.’ 

 Ti noatepa meipó?    ‘For (for this reason)’ 

 Ayao, ti mopa yae.    ‘Father, that is true so say it.’ 
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C. GLOSSARY 

 sesale          ‘opposite end' `back door’ 

 olorapó         ‘hanging’ 

 sama            ‘cultural dance’ 

 tę              ‘a pass in the mountain’ ‘edge’ 

 tópurapó     ‘swollen’ 

 hararapó       ‘ripe’ 

 awa ̨             ‘breast’ ‘milk’ 

 bukutapó      ‘wrap up as in a cloak’ 

 foposaatapó  ‘go secretly’ 

D. PRACTICE 

Translate. 

  Ti mo huputa, whi ̨ aniyóló ę maletamo mo diri kópó yaletei, diaaǫ ai fuló nanapa, ya ̨lo hupu 

yale kapo duró kale hupu beleyóló waleteitamo beta ̨ folo mulane ape. 
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LESSON 37  Sentence Conjuction 

A. 

 tépa          ‘since’ 

 tétepa        ‘then’  ‘so’ 

 téró          ‘now’ ‘then’ 

 atéró         ‘thus’  ‘so’ 

 téyalemó   ‘never the less’ ‘however’ 

 atétepa       ‘since that happened’ 

 atépa         ‘that being the case’ 

 atéyóló       ‘doing or having done thus’ 

 térapa        ‘therefore’ 

 até           ‘this’ 

B. GRAMMAR 

 When there is a story or several sentences one after the other some kind of conjunction is 

necessary to join them together. The above words are used to begin sentences to show how they relate 

to each other.  Notice that all the words contain the syllable -té.  This is a reference to another part of 

the story. 

C. GLOSSARY 

 bi bi dapó      ‘encumbered’   ‘busy’ 

 he                 ‘trap’ 

 halika             ‘rope’  ‘leash’ 

 felekerapó        ‘close in location or time’ 

 feterapó          ‘turn over’  ‘twist’ 
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 kęyó tarapó       ‘stop, balk’ 

 keawe             ‘possum’ (Pidgin ‘kus kus’) 

D. PRACTICE 

 Look at the text in the back of the book.  Notice how the conjunctions are used. 
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FOLOPA GLOSSARY 

A 

a    1. that (not close) 2. down 
a ̨    he, she, it 
ae    banana 
ai    that 
a ̨latapó   come out  
alatapó   make 
ala    event, deed 
a ̨lae    give! (imperitive) 
ali    father-term of reference 
a ̨lima   father (term of reference) 
a ̨litapó   to distribute 
alutapó   disappear 
ama    1. he, she, it (ergative) 2. his, hers, its 
ameke   fat 
apa    father 
apo    1. thumb 2. number 5 
apu    uncle (father's brother) 
aputapó   hug, embrace 
asętapó   write, draw 
a ̨tera   small pond 
atiką   sand 
atima   they 
atimaamo  they two 
atimané   they (erg) 
atimaamoné  they two (erg) 
a ̨tiri    black salt 
au    1. custom 2. ornament 
aurapó   decorate 
awa    uncle (mother's brother) 
awa ̨    1. breast 2. milk 
aya    father 

B   

ba    bird, bat 
base    brother-in law  
basi    butterfly, moth 
be    1. house 2. village 3. place 
bele    1.type of rodent 2. cousin (op. sex sib) 
belekąa   small 
beléke   plate (transliteration) 
belerapó         to lay upon 
beletapó          1. carry 2. shallow contained water 
beliki           rest house 
beterapó         1. sit 2. stay 3. live 4. to be 
betą              1. only 2. number one 
bete              basis, root, source 
bi bi dapó       encumbered 
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bilitapó          1. cook 2. plant 3. bury 
bisąa ̨ fulapó     to tear 
bolo              1. a peel, 2. ball 
boloma           peg 
boló              valley 
bopetapó         mention 
bopétapó         wrap 
bopotekérapó     bulge 
borokó            separate, go separate ways 
boso              pass over 
botokó fulapó    flee 
botóu             gather 
bóe               enemy 
bó                cough 
bukurapó         divide 
bukó              draw 
buku              book (Transliteration) 
bula             loaf 
bulapó            insert, put inside 
buliki            cowrie shell 
butipi            bush, forest 

D 

dapó              1. do, 2. say (see yalep'o) 
dalepó            1. cooked 2. hit  
daa               flat side 
daalapó           1. standing 2. to be 
daasé fulapó     stepping lightly 
da ̨                we 
dakatapó         cover, sling, flat to flat, side by side 
dakó              bubble 
dalakatapó       smash to bits, pulverize 
dane              boundary 
dapo dapo dapó   run or fly to disperse, scatter 
da ̨mo              we two 
da ̨morapó         tight 
damoné           we two (erg) 
da ̨né              we (erg) 
de                1. who (question word) 
detapó            insert, down 
dei               1. light 2. edge 3. to one side 
deketapó         pass by 
dekéró            do with vigor, abundance 
dema              bones 
dée nukulapó     fall down 
depa              1. neck 2. broadhead arrow 
depake            grab 
depe              stomach 
deratapó         put down 
derąketapó       smash 
dere              down (see duru, doro) 
di                feces 
diaaǫ             you plural 
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dią               you plural 
diaamo           you two 
diaamoné         you two (erg) 
dika              yam 
diki              bow 
dilapó            1. hit 2. kill 
dilikirapó       dark color, dark of night 
dilikitapó        deceive 
dipili            toilet 
diri              bones 
dirirapó          strong, hard, firm 
disitapó          uncover 
disirapó          mature 
disawe            tree kangaroo 
disale           tail 
ditapó            fell (a tree)_ 
do                1. loin cloth 2. underwear 
dono              straight 
dó                1. tomorrow 2. yesterday 
dǫ nukulapó      laugh 
doalé             injury 
doi               1. name 2. head lice 
dokotapó         1. bind 2. marry 
dolo dolo        among 
dǫlorapó         straight 
dolo              1. hole 2. inside 
dolokótapó       grind 
dopó sirapó      break in half 
dorapó            bad 
dosa ̨atapó        1. count 2. read 
dóų               1. index finger 2. number 4 
dowa ̨atapó        wring out 
dowa              big 
dowa kale naale  very big 
dowa ̨ae fulapó    stubborn 
dua               carefully 
dųa               1. later 2. before 
duale             chant 
dukutapó         1. dig 2. burn off hair 
dutapó            tether 
dulatapó         lean against something 
dupu dapó        exchange, trade 
duru fulapó      go down 
duwe              galip (Tahitian chestnut) 
du                1. fruit 2. small hill 

E 

e ̨                 I 
èpó               yes 
ekei fo           small talk, friendly conversation 
eleke             1. multipronged arrow 2. forked stick 
epo               cloud, fog 
erapó             is (see dapó) 
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ero               edible insect 

F 

fulapó            go 
fa ̨anapó          full 
fóe               larvae stage of large beetle 
fake              1. clan 2. large piece 
fa ̨ke              blood 
fa ̨lo              chin 
fasa              thigh 
faseratapó       cause to help 
fea               all, many 
fe ̨                juice 
feleke            1. root 2. vein 
felekerapó       close in location or time 
felerapó          delicious 
felesé            multi-pronged arrow 
fépi              pulp 
fese fese dapó   shake 
feserapó          turn around 
feterapó          turn over 
fitapó            go to sleep 
fì                urine 
filiya            in exchange for 
fisikó            plug or lid 
fisini            rib 
fisini kisi       malaria (literally <rib sickness> 
fo                talk 
fó                whistle, blow 
fó                a barrier 
fo ̨                animal whiskers, insect antenae 
fói               front end of a house 
foke              traditional feast 
fokorapó         cover, close (mumu) 
folo              quickly 
folosóró          first 
fopetapó         examine 
fopesaa           unawares 
fopaae            nose 
fopaaerapó       angry 
fopaae butapó    angry 
fosorapó         sharp 
fotokórapó       strong 
fu ̨lumu            friend 

H 

haiyó             exclamation of amazement or surprise 
hae               1. mother 2. ground 
hairapó           full from eating 
ha ̨itapó           carry on back 
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ha ̨keamo          in the open, not concealed 
hakesąarapó      bitter tasting 
ha ̨ki              old (as clothing) 
halerapó         shamed 
hali              rain 
halika            rope, leash 
halawae          pumpkin, squash 
ha ̨le              nothing 
hama              mother (term of reference) high tone 
hama              sister (term of address) mid tone 
hamaseki         mother animal 
hamuó tarapó     to hold in the mouth 
ha ̨la              ginger 
haó               dog 
hapolu            thick 
hapopa            upright piece of fence 
hapisąa           mud 
hapale            quickly 
hapia             chest 
haratapó         to make a noise, sound 
hasi              bush, forest (variation <hali>) 
hasoko fulapó    make a mistake, fail 
hatotapó         tie up an animal 
hatepaa           vigorously 
hatakąrapó       out of breath from exertion 
he                trap for an animal 
he ̨keserapó       happy 
hepé              dislodge 
hereketapó       wipe away 
hi ̨                cooled off (food) 
hi ̨ka              morning 
horapó            go up 
hó                leg (high tone) 
hó                sugar cane (low tone) 
hǫ́rapó            dislike 
hokolaa          meet, rendezvous 
hokotapó         drive prey out of hiding 
hókorapó         careless 
hǫ́le sirapó      fight, quarrel 
hóle              star 
hosaa             liver 
hosaarapó        like, desire 
hosekérapó       mixed together 
hosowarapó       yellow color 
hotowarapó       carefully 
husike            fingernail 
humu              sore 
hupu              pig 
hulua             ridge of roof 
hukumu           dust 
hųlu              shoulder 
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I 

i                this 
iki ǫla           snack food 
isawe             tree kangaroo 
isi whį           shamen 

K 

kaae              like, similar 
kaatapó           begin 
ka ̨atapó           break, bend 
kaae tarapó      wait 
kae               another, different 
kakatapó         writhing in pain 
kale              sweet potatoe 
kale              the 
kama ̨le            term of affection, friend 
kapala            lie, deceive 
kapo              stone 
kasipó            1.moon 2. menstral cycle 
kaya              fig tree 
ka ̨wei             axe 
ke                1. shell 2. coin money 
keawe             possum, cus cus 
keketapó         look for, search 
kekelé            relatives 
kele              eye 
keletapó          see 
kelepaa           face 
kela sirapó      catch sight of  
kemerapó         finish 
ke ̨la              pond 
ke ̨la dapó        discuss 
kepe              ghost 
kepaatapó        revive from fainting or death 
keterapó         forget, not know 
keseké            leap 
kese fatapó      to look a certain direction 
keyó tarapó      stop 
ki                garden 
kikiti            secretly 
kilitaatapó      startle 
ki ̨litapó          dance 
kili              ashes 
ki ̨lapó            closed, overcast weather 
kimi nukulapó    rooting in the ground (pig) 
kisi              sickness 
kisirapó          new 
kisipa            will, knowledge 
kiti              overhanging cliff 
kó                1. salt 2. house part 
kotapó            go around, travel 
kótó              court (Transliteration) 
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kokopei whį      young man with no children 
kolope            pointed arrow 
kǫleaą           unaware 
kolosare          1.small finger 2. number one 
kǫlerapó         compassion, to feel 
kǫló              mouth 
korokó            completely 
ku kwia           piece 
kula              1. cliff 2. shout 
kutó              1. garden 2. work 
kuti              1. bark cloth 2. clothes 
kwé tiki          saliva 
kwia              edge, end 

M 

ma fo             lecture, advice, instruct 
make              type of sweet potato 
matapó           give 
ma ̨alapó          full 
ma ̨le              1. offspring 2. small 
mape              back of the neck of an animal 
mé                which, where (question word) 
me                another 
me ̨laatapó        play 
me ̨leke           beads 
metéli            question word when 
météro            question word how much, how many 
mi                1. muscle 2. meat 
mió ̨               today 
mió ̨ti             now 
mó                question word where 
mo                1. very 2. true 
mokoleąa         unawares 
mo ke             thank 
moma ̨le           young, offspring of humans 
momo             again 
momó             where 
momatapó         pray 
mulapó           1. lay 2. to be  

N 

na                small animal  
naale             1. son 2. child 
naase             hand 
na ̨lo              later 
naao              1. you (erg) 2. yours 
nau               small lizzard 
né                question word whose, or who 
netéró            question word how 
ni                tree, wood 
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ni ami            unplanted, virgin tree 
niaai             question word for what purpose 
niki             hair, fur, feathers 
nipili            clavical 
nisitapó          mistakenly think 
no                brother (same clan) 
nó                shoulder blade 
noa               question word what 
noatepa           question word why 
nokole ǫla       food 
nópeli            old overgrown garden 
nópulu            wooden club 
notere            friend 
nóu               father-in-law 
nóutere           grandfather 
nuku              hewn wooden platter, bowl, canoe 
nukulapó         eat 

O 

o                 sago 
oletapó           hang 
oleketapó        join together 
ololeli           medium sized 
omé               mother-in-law's brother 
oma               husband 
otere             old man 
ǫ                taro, small leaf 
ǫla               thing 
ó                  up 

S 

sa ̨                1.lamp 2. torch 3. sky 
sake              1. thin, 2. a tree species 
sama             cultural dance 
samea             blood 
samwa            large 
saserapó         steep 
sawa              small 
sérapó            numb 
se ̨ sirapó         pull 
sekæ              tusk 
sekæ whi ̨         mature, influential, strong 
sekąe             skin 
so sema ̨le        unmarried woman 
senąale           1. daughter 2. girl 
sepake            knife 
sepei             1. frog 2. handle 
serąa             fat 
sereke            tooth 
sere              old woman 
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sesaape           bushes 
sesale            opposite end, back end of a house 
si                1. fire 2. firewood 
sirapó            get 
siki              1. arrow 2. handle 
siritapó          shoot 
sina              pandanas 
sinaale fulapó   go vigorously 
siri              cold 
siri              mark, scar 
siso              back 
so                1. woman 2. wife 
soke              half of pig 
sókó sirapó      remove, take out 
sókó walapó      arrive 
soko              tobacco 
sóku              leaf 
somo              derris root 
sona ̨arapó        red 
soraatapó        throw up, vomit 
sore              number 3 
sóputa            white man (from taubada in Motu) 
sowéri            wallaby 
su ̨rapó            enough 
sù sirapó         evaluate 
suka              1. sun 2. time 3. day 
sukunaarapó      to burn (food) 
sukuli            smoke (noun) 
sukutapó         1. die 2. sick 
supu              hot 
suó               hole in gable end of house 
sune fulapó      spill 
susu ̨              charcoal 
sya fulapó       follow 
syakó             spirits 

T 

ta                1. upper 2. up 
tatapó            grab 
tarapó            hold 
tątapó            cook in mumu 
taatapó           1. extract 2. desist 
take              1. later 2. earlier 
tamo              two 
tapóló            table cloth used for lap lap 
tao               1. up 2. hill 
tale              1. owner 2. caretaker 
tę                1. a pass in the mountains 2. edge 
tętapó            build 
teketapó          split 
ti                1. permanent 2. real 3. close 4.focus of sentence 
tiki              1. body 2. place 
tikitapó          cut across something long 
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tipi              fence 
to                belt 
tǫ                axe 
tó                top 
toli              cassowary 
topo              head 
tópurapó         swollen 
tope              black palm 
toró              head rest 
tourapó           1. combine 2. mix together 
toupurapó        bathe 
tu                1. door 2. way 3. near 
tų                trail 
tuąmó             middle 
tuę́               thought 
tuę́rapó           know 
tuę́tiki           1. thoughts 2. opinion 3. knowledge 
tuku ̨tapó         open up 
tupuli            rat 
turukitapó       cut up into many pieces 

U 

ulų               track of animal 
ulu               pinnacle 

W 

wa                1. string bag 2. pole 
walapó            come 
wa ̨                male animal 
wae               seedlings, cuttings of plants 
wase              bark for building 
we                pit pit 
we ̨i               water 
werapó           desist from eating 
we ̨pi              moss 
whi ̨               man 
wirapó            afraid 
wi ala            in great abundance 
wisi              good 
wó mulapó     a great many 
wópu              edible greens 
woletapó         cry 
wosotapó         1. listen 2. ask 
woseni            ear 
wotoró            alone 
woterapó         hungry 
wuli              snake 
wuti              bamboo 
wusuró           together 
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Y 

yia                1. fish 2. mosquito 
ya ̨                I 
yaalo             shells 
yalepó           done (see dapó) said 
yako              1. namesake 2. cockatu 
ya ̨lo              1. I (erg) 2. mine 
yo                woven bark bag 
yuwi              dog 
yóku              edible greens 
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FOLOPA VERB CONJUGATION 

Verb Present  State  Past   Imperative  Future  Yesterday Past 

do  dapó  erapó  yalepó  yae    yaalopó  ye ̨pó 

go  fulapó  falapó    felepó  fae    faalopó  fępó 
 
come  walapó  walapó  walepó  ape    waalopó  wępó 
 
sit  beterapó  beterapó  betalepó  betae   betaalopó betępó 
 
stand daalapó  daalapó  daalepó  daayae   daalopó  daayępó 
 
lay  mulapó  mulapó  mualepó  muae   muaalopó mue ̨pó 
 
put  mulatapó    mulalepó mulae   mulaalopó mulępó 
 
hit  dilapó     dalepó  dae    dalaalopo diyępó 
kill 
 
get  sirap'o     salepó  sae    saalopó  se ̨pó 
 
hold  tatapó  tarapó  tawalepó tawae   tawaalopó tawe ̨pó 
 
die  suku ̨tapó sukųnapó suka ̨lepó      suka ̨anopó suke ̨pó 
 
eat  nukulapó nanap'o  nalepó  nae    naalopó  nalępó 
 
build tętapó  tęnapó  tęyalepó  tęyae   tęyaalopó tęye ̨pó 
 
cook bilitapó  bilirapó  biliyalepó biliyae   biliyaalopó biliyępó 
 
 
 
completed SS   DS  Simult  RCP  RCPa RCF  RCIn 
Past  
ipó   yóló      depa duraalu    dere         yale       yaai         yaaire 
 
fipó   fóló      fupa  furaalu       fole          fele       faai         faaire 
 
weipó       wóló      wapa wouraalu  wole   wale       waai        waaire 
 
bitipó            betóló    betepa bituraalu  betere    betale     betaai      betaaire 
 
daaipó     daayóló  daapa daaluraalu  daale    daayale  daayaai   daayaaire 
 
moipó       muóló     mupa muluraalu mole    muale    muaai      muaaire 
 
mulipó      mulóló    mutepa mulóturaalu  mole   mulale   mulaai     mulaaire 
 
deleipó       dóló       dupa duraalu       dele    dale        daai        daaire 
 
sipó       sóró       supa suraalu     sere           sale        saai        saaire 
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tawipó       tawóló    tapa  taturaalu    tale     tawale    tawaai   tawaaire 
 
sukipó      sukó ̨ló    sukutepa sukuraalu    sukale      suka ̨le     sukaai      
 
nipó              nóló       nukupa nukuraalu   nokole      nale        naai        naaire 
  
tèipó       te ̨yóló     tętepa tęturaalu   tęne         tęyale     tęyaai      tęyaaire 
 
bilipó          biliyóló  bilitepa bilituraalu   bilire       biliyale   biliyaai    biliyaaire 
 
 
 
Locative      Interog    Neg. 
 
yalemó        dute        inipó 
 
felemó        fele        fenipó 
 
walemó        wale        wanipó 
 
beteremó      betere      bitinipó 
 
daayalemó     daale       daanipó 
 
mualemó       mué         munipó 
 
mulalemó      mule        mulipó 
 
diyalemó      dile        dinipó 
 
salemó        sire        sinipó 
 
tawalemó      tare        tanipó 
 
sukuyalemó suka ̨le      sukunipó 
 
nalemó        nukure     nenipó 
 
tęyalemó      tęne        tęnipó 
 
biliyalemó    bilire      bilinipó 
 
 


